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ABSTRACT
Metacommunity theory incorporates local and regional factors to understand how biotic
communities are structured across the landscape. Despite established knowledge of how humans
impact aquatic systems, inclusion of anthropogenic factors in metacommunity studies have been
largely ignored. Additionally, alpha, beta, and gamma diversity can all be explored at the
metacommunity level to investigate mechanistic drivers of community structure. Beta diversity
can be further partitioned into turnover and richness difference components, each with different
mechanistic drivers. Streams provide an excellent study system for metacommunity research
because of the dendritic structure of watersheds and the natural delineation that watershed
boundaries provide. Large-extent datasets provide the ability to create multiple metacommunities
serving as replicates for robust statistical analyses. As such, the overall goal of this dissertation
was to use large datasets of stream fish community structure to investigate how anthropogenic
variables affect stream fish beta diversity and metacommunity structure in conjunction with
‘traditionally investigated’ factors including natural landscape features and spatial distance
among communities. This research uses two large extent datasets. The first covers 13 states on
the eastern coast of the United States, and the second covers 350 sites throughout South
Carolina. Three different approaches were taken to understand the factors affecting stream fish
metacommunities across the landscape.
First, we created a spatial scale continuum using nested watersheds identified by
hydrologic unit codes (HUCs) to explore how beta diversity and its components change over
three spatial scales, and (a) how land use, (b) climatic, and (c) anthropogenic factors affect beta
diversity within and between spatial scales. We found increasing beta diversity with increasing
spatial scale, and equal contribution between turnover and richness difference components. All
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three factors were related to beta diversity or its components depending on the spatial scale, but
few scale-dependent relationships were found. These results suggest that while a diversity of
factors affect beta diversity at a given spatial scale their effects on beta diversity do not change
across spatial scales. These effects may be scale-invariant, although other cross-scale effects may
arise at finer spatial scales.
Second, we investigated how environmental and anthropogenic factors and aspects of
study design affect coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping—the elements of
metacommunity structure (EMS) at a single spatial scale. The EMS were affected by
temperature, density of dams, and percentage of developed land, but also gamma diversity and
number of sites sampled in a metacommunity. These results suggest that anthropogenic factors
affect the elements of metacommunity structure and thus set the context for assigning
metacommunities into archetypical processes across the landscape. Moreover, the EMS were
affected by study design aspects such as the number of communities sampled and the distance
between them within metacommunities. These results have important implications for both
existing and future studies because they show that inference on spatial processes is
contextualized by aspects of datasets that are inherent to datasets and are rarely considered in
analyses. Including these factors in future analyses will allow researchers to better focus on the
signal of key processes by accounting for the variability caused by aspects of study design.
Third, we used variation partitioning to parse out the relative effects of anthropogenic,
natural, and spatial factors on beta diversity as measured in three key dimensions: taxonomic,
functional, and phylogenetic. These analyses were done at three spatial delineations representing
artificial, geomorphic, and natural watershed metacommunities. These are commonly used
spatial delineations in metacommunity analyses, but are rarely included in the same study. We
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explained 25-81% of beta diversity where different spatial, natural, and anthropogenic factors
structured these metacommunities depending on the spatial delineation and diversity dimension.
Geomorphic metacommunities had very different results compared to other spatial delineations
suggesting that accounting for geomorphic differences leads to stronger anthropogenic signals.
By conducting this work in different spatial delineations within the same dataset, we show for
the first time that defining metacommunities has bearing on results of analyses—an issue that is
rarely considered in metacommunity studies.
Overall, this body of work suggests that anthropogenic factors have pervasive effects on
stream fish beta diversity and metacommunity structure across the landscape—an aspect of
metacommunity ecology that has until recently been largely ignored. This work suggests that
considering anthropogenic effects in metacommunity studies will improve inference.
Researchers must also consider important aspects of study design, including how
metacommunities are defined and delineated, as well as how intensely and densely communities
are sampled within those metacommunities. In all, this dissertation adds an important practical
dimension to the field of metacommunity ecology, which up to this point has been largely
theoretical. Considering these practicalities may improve our overall understanding of
metacommunities in a variety of taxa and systems.
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CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Introducing Metacommunity Ecology
“Who lives where and why” is a central question in ecology, and my dissertation, in part,
focuses on this question. The earliest examination of this question focused on deterministic
aspects of species’ distributions. In 1917, Joseph Grinnell coined the term ‘niche’ and described
how habitat characteristics determine where animals occur (Grinnell 1917). In 1927, Charles
Elton expanded the idea of the niche to include the effect of interactions between organisms and
the abiotic environment (Elton 1927). Later, G. Evelyn Hutchinson suggested that there are a
multitude of biotic and abiotic environmental factors along which a species could be distributed
(Hutchinson 1961). The niche makes up the building block of the community in which species
inhabit their specific niches and interact with their biotic and abiotic environment.
There are few rules or laws in ecology and especially not in subdiscipline of community
ecology (Lawton 1999). However, one commonality may be the concept of the niche as a
building block through which species occurrence is filtered. One of the largest problems with
community ecology according to Lawton (1999) is the overwhelming emphasis on ‘localness’.
Ecologists want to understand the processes that lead to the observed patterns in community
diversity and composition, but ecologists often work at small, local scales and ignore regional
processes. Studying regional processes in community ecology has only started to occur in the last
40 years by incorporating the appropriate spatial scales at which researchers ask their questions
(Ricklefs 2008). Community ecologists now strive to understand mechanisms of community
assembly and how the regional species pool and local communities effect these structuring
mechanisms (Erős 2017, Heino et al. 2015a, Heino 2013).
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The landscape scale also plays an important role at the community level through the
incorporation of human activities. A German geographer first described landscape ecology in
1939 (Troll 1939) and eventually, landscape ecology became a subdiscipline of ecology in the
late 1980s early 1990s. Landscape ecology focuses on gaining insight into spatial patterns,
processes, and changes of organisms in conjunction with human influence (Burel 2003, Hobbs
1997, Pickett and Cadenasso 1995). The landscape scale has been defined as the range of scales
from a few hectares to several hundred kilometers (Burel 2003, O'Neill et al. 1997, Wiens et al.
1993). Within the landscape, ecologists use the mosaic of different ecosystems to understand
how organisms interact with these different habitats at the individual, population, and metapopulation levels (Hobbs 1997, Wiens et al. 1993). Some early struggles of landscape ecology
were the lack of inclusion of other ecology subdisciplines, over emphasis of descriptive nonquantitative studies, and over emphasis on patterns without exploring processes (Hobbs 1997).
Landscape ecology has overcome many of these early struggles with the development of new
computational technologies, increase in experimentation, and focus on mechanistic processes
behind patterns. Landscape ecology also realized the importance of scale in understanding
patterns and processes as well as how patterns and processes changed across scales in the search
of the most appropriate scale for different ecological phenomena (Pickett and Cadenasso 1995,
Wiens et al. 1993). Landscape ecology brought to the forefront how humans have left few to no
ecosystems untouched and understanding how species respond to these human induced changes
can help in their protection and conservation (Hobbs 1997, Pickett and Cadenasso 1995).
Metacommunity ecology is the next step that appropriately brings together the roles of
local and regional scales understood in community ecology with the inclusion of species
movement across the landscape. A metacommunity contains local communities connected by
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dispersal studied at both regional and local scales to investigate how species establish and persist
once they reach a community (Willig et al. 2011, Leibold and Chase 2017, Gascón et al. 2016,
Leibold et al. 2004). Within a metacommunity, diversity values including alpha (species richness
within a local community), beta (compositional differences between local communities), and
gamma (overall richness in all local communities) can be quantified to explore patterns in
community assembly. Metacommunity ecology additionally uses experimental observations of
species abundance and distributions as well as large datasets to understand how biotic
(environmental filtering and biotic interactions) and abiotic processes (dispersal abilities,
connectivity, stochastic events) influence how species assemble within the metacommunity (Tan
et al. 2021, Wang et al. 2021, Sarremejane et al. 2017, Tonkin et al. 2017, Henriques-Silva et al.
2013, Logue et al. 2011, Leibold and Mikkelson 2002). Researchers can explore more than one
scale simultaneously to understand how spatial scale, species movement, and environmental
heterogeneity should be considered with local-scale processes (Leibold and Chase 2017).
Metacommunity ecology uses cross-scale thinking to investigate relationships across multiple
communities simultaneously.
Metacommunity Characteristics
We can investigate how species assemblages are structured at local and regional scales
using two different metacommunity frameworks. The first framework describes the four
archetypes: species sorting, patch dynamics, mass effects, and neutral theory (Leibold et al.
2004). Initially, researchers used the archetypes as individual hypotheses to determine which
would best represent the metacommunity under study based on niche selection, dispersal,
stochastic drift, and speciation (Logue et al. 2011, Vellend 2010). Current thinking determined
these paradigms should instead represent points along a continuum from which metacommunity
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structure and persistence can include one, two, or even three different archetypes (Leibold and
Chase 2017). This first framework is important to describe in relation to the broader body of
metacommunity theory but is not a major focus of my dissertation.
The second framework involves understanding species assemblages by using the
elements of metacommunity structure (EMS) as developed by Leibold and Mikkelson (2002).
The EMS derive from the calculation of three parameters: coherence, turnover, and boundary
clumping. Coherence describes species relatedness within the metacommunity by quantifying
embedded absences (the higher the number of embedded absences, the less coherent the
metacommunity; Leibold and Mikkelson 2002). Generally, metacommunities show coherence
due to intensive community sampling within the metacommunity at moderate to large spatial
scales (Presley et al. 2010). Turnover represents the tendency for species to replace each other
from one local community to the next. When a community shows low turnover, greater
nestedness results due to species within some sites becoming subsets of species within other sites
(Leibold and Mikkelson 2002). Boundary clumping represents how species ranges group along
the gradient created through reciprocal averaging. A low degree of clumping may result from
competing species’ relative abilities to exploit different resources while a high degree of
clumping may result from discrete communities being adjacent to one another (Leibold and
Mikkelson 2002).
The EMS framework gives researchers the ability to analyze for each pattern
simultaneously by examining the different components to determine the best fit for each
metacommunity (Marcilio‐Silva et al. 2017, Gascón et al. 2016, Heino et al. 2015b). There are
12 metacommunity patterns that describe how species are distributed within local communities
within the metacommunity (Presley et al. 2010, Leibold and Mikkelson 2002). A random
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metacommunity structure shows non-significant coherence, but the non-significant coherence
may indicate the metacommunity responds to a different gradient than the one investigated
(Gascón et al. 2016). A checkerboard pattern may be found with strong competition between
species instead of strong environmental factors. Nestedness patterns can be divided into clumped
species loss, suggesting structuring from dispersal, habitat specialization, or environmental
tolerance; hyper-dispersed species loss, suggesting structuring due to tradeoffs between
competition and tolerance; and stochastic species loss suggesting structuring due to species range
boundaries limited by specific environmental tolerances (Presley et al. 2010, Leibold and
Mikkelson 2002,). The evenly spaced pattern suggests strong interspecific competition due to a
combination of competitive traits that distribute along an environmental gradient more than
expected by chance (Erős et al. 2017, Tilman 1982), such as new species compete for resources
and another species can no longer compete or the species learn to use alternative resources (
Gascón et al. 2016, Leibold and Mikkelson 2002). Two metacommunity patterns commonly seen
in the literature are Clementsian and Gleasonian (Brasil et al. 2017, Heino et al. 2017,
Henriques-Silva et al. 2013). A Gleasonian pattern is one in which there is positive coherence,
positive turnover, but non-significant boundary clumping and suggests species distributions are
independently based on environmental filters (Gleason 1926). Clementsian pattern is one in
which there is positive coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping and suggests species
distributions act together to form groups along environmental gradients (Clements 1916). Presley
et al. (2010) determined that these original six patterns did not explain all of the possible
combinations for coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping so quasi structures were
developed to include the remaining combinations of EMS. More information on how each
variable is used to assign a pattern can be found in Chapter 3.
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Beta diversity
Beta diversity represents compositional differences between communities. Beta diversity
can be defined by the number of species specific to individual communities or shared among
them. There are over 20 different measurements of beta diversity, but the most commonly used
metrics include Sorensen, Jaccard, and Bray-Curtis (Anderson et al. 2011, Tuomisto 2010a).
Sorensen and Jaccard are both used with occurrence data, while Bray-Curtis is commonly used
with abundance data. The Jaccard index and Bray-Curtis are robust against species identification
error, numerical undersampling, and geographic undersampling (Schroeder and Jenkins 2018).
Beta diversity can be partitioned into a turnover component and either a nestedness or
richness difference component. EMS turnover and nestedness definitions are different from the
beta diversity definitions (Tuomisto 2010b), in that EMS calculations first must have positive
coherence to verify that the species are following a similar gradient (Presley 2020). The
partitioning of beta diversity into turnover and nestedness components originated from Baselga
(2010) using Sorensen dissimilarity. In this framework total beta diversity is calculated as:
β𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏
2𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐

Component a represents the species common to both communities, component b represents the
species unique to the first community, and component c represents the species unique to the
second community. The turnover component is calculated as:
β𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

min (𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐)
𝑎𝑎 + min (𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐)

However, βSIM has some flaws because the denominator accounts for the number of substitutions
but not for the number of species involved in the replacement process (2 x min (b, c). Thus, the
turnover component only measures the species-poor site that is not nested within the species-rich
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site and overestimates turnover because replacements are measured as a proportion of the species
poor site instead of all species (Carvalho et al. 2012). Additionally, the nestedness component is
calculated as βnest = βSOR - βSIM, and the subsequent equation only accounts for differences in
richness when sites are nested.
|𝑏𝑏 − 𝑐𝑐|
𝑎𝑎
𝑥𝑥
2𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎 + min (𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐)

β𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =

Sites can show differences in species richness without being nested, so a new framework was
developed partitioning beta diversity into turnover and richness difference components (Carvalho
et al. 2012, Podani and Schmera 2011). In this framework total beta diversity = replacement +
richness difference, where total beta diversity is calculated as:
β𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

The turnover component is calculated as:

𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐

β−3 = 2 𝑋𝑋

min (𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐)
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐

The richness difference component accounts for all species’ gains and losses independent of
whether a community is nested or not:
β𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐ℎ =

|𝑏𝑏 − 𝑐𝑐|
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐

The three components developed by Podani and Schmera (2011) as well as Carvalho et al.
(2012) account for all aspects of beta diversity without excluding important information from
community structuring happening beyond nestedness. Because of these differences I used the
Carvalho et al. (2012) partitioning in chapter 2.
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Anthropogenic effects in metacommunity ecology
Humans have been impacting aquatic systems for millennia, and much research has
documented how anthropogenic factors effect freshwater systems (Prunier et al. 2018, Dias et al.
2017, Vörösmarty et al. 2010, Allan 2004, Poff 1997). At the community level, research has
shown how urban development, even as a small proportion of watershed land use, can have a
disproportionate effect on communities from increased impervious surfaces, point source
pollution, and decreased riparian cover (Lundquist and Zhu 2019, Urban et al. 2006, Brabec et al.
2002). Agricultural land use changes community composition through reduced substrate
complexity, sedimentation, and loss of riparian cover, which can cause a loss of specialist or
sensitive species compared to forested catchments (Dala-Corte et al. 2019, Walser and Bart Jr.
1999, Wang et al. 1997). Besides general land use effects, connectivity due to human made
barriers is also a large concern for the structuring of communities. Dams, both large and small,
change habitat above the structure into an increasing lentic habitat, while habitat below the
structure can be affected by changes in water temperature and flow (Cooper et al. 2016, Nilsson
et al. 2005, Collier et al. 1996). The distinct change in habitat above some impoundments can
lead to an increase in invasive species or homogenization of aquatic communities (Johnson et al.
2008, Poff et al. 2007, Tiemann et al. 2004). While not always thought of as a direct barrier, road
crossings can also create connectivity issues by disconnecting suitable habitat stretches for fish
species (Diebel et al. 2015, Benton et al. 2008, Warren Jr. and Pardew 1998). Although these
effects have been studied heavily at the community scale for a diversity of freshwater organisms,
very little focus on their effects has been considered in metacommunity studies.
Introducing anthropogenic effects into metacommunity ecology has started to gain
traction in recent literature (Seabra et al. 2021, Borges et al. 2020, Lech and Willig 2020, Cai et
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al. 2019a, Brasil et al. 2017, Cai et al. 2017, Erős et al. 2017). The traditional approach to
incorporating anthropogenic impacts uses land use cover (Petsch et al. 2021, Li et al. 2020, DalaCorte et al. 2019, Tóth et al. 2019), while some studies have started to use other localized
landscape variables to quantify human effects on aquatic metacommunities (Wang et al. 2021,
Cai et al. 2019b, Brasil et al. 2017, Cai et al. 2017). The scale of metacommunity studies should
dictate which anthropogenic impacts are used in understanding community assemblage processes
because at finer scales land use may not be the most appropriate tool (Johansson et al. 2019, Tóth
et al. 2019). The availability of localized anthropogenic data over broad spatial extents such as
dams, road crossings, and impervious surfaces now allow researchers to explore relationships in
how humans structure metacommunities beyond just using general land use variables.
Why streams are a good system to study metacommunities
Rivers are ideal systems for studying metacommunities because they are connected by
linear distance along the riverine network (Tonkin et al. 2018). Because natural fish movement is
restricted to the riverine network, local-scale disturbances can disrupt connectivity between local
communities (Brown et al. 2011, Campbell Grant et al. 2007). Coined dendritic ecological
networks (DENs), branched networks within watersheds can lead to areas of greater isolation
(headwaters) compared to areas of greater connectivity (mainstems; Tonkin et al. 2017, Brown
and Swan 2010). As such, the location of a community within the riverine network has profound
impacts on the processes structuring that community, regardless of other factors. For example,
headwater streams tend to be more diverse environmentally but more isolated in dispersal
opportunities because obligate aquatic species must cover larges distances between headwater
sites that are nearby in Euclidean distance, but are highly separated in network distance
(Schmera et al. 2018). However, not all headwater streams should be treated equally because
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headwaters can drain directly into mainstem rivers resulting in a different assemblage than
isolated headwaters upstream (Denison et al. 2021). Watersheds also provide replicate units that
can be used to perform metacommunity analysis over large spatial extents. Because these
boundaries are real and discrete, they are a natural solution to the modifiable areal unit problem
(MAUP), which addresses the issue of establishing arbitrary experimental units across the
landscape based on non-natural delineations such as political boundaries (Jelinski and Wu 1996).
Goal and objectives
The overall goal of this dissertation was to use large datasets of stream fish communities
to investigate how anthropogenic variables affect stream fish beta diversity and metacommunity
structure in conjunction with ‘traditionally investigated’ factors including natural landscape
features and spatial distance among communities. This goal stems from two overarching
questions regarding how stream fish come together to structure metacommunities and how
factors connected to stream and rivers may influence fish metacommunities. My dissertation
used three different approaches to incorporate human effects to understanding stream fish
community assembly using metacommunity theory. Quantifying these relationships across broad
scales will give direction to future metacommunity studies that can scale down their approach to
investigating how humans affect stream fish metacommunities. Chapter 2 investigates the
influence of climatic, anthropogenic, and land use on beta diversity within and across three
spatial scales. This chapter is concerned less with the relationships within scales and is focused
more on how these effects change across scales. Chapter 3 used the elements of metacommunity
structure at a single spatial scale to quantify effects of landscape-scale variables on the EMS.
Both of these chapters used a large extent fish occurrence dataset to provide replicate
metacommunities to strengthen statistical power. Chapter 4 explored how anthropogenic,
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environmental, and spatial factors explain stream fish taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic
beta diversity in South Carolina. Three different metacommunity spatial delineations were
explored to further understand how political, geomorphic, and watershed boundaries affect the
ability to describe the factors explaining beta diversity across the diversity dimensions.
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CHAPTER TWO
QUANTIFYING RELATIONSHIPS OF STREAM FISH BETA DIVERISTY WITHIN AND
ACROSS SPATIAL SCALES
Introduction
Metacommunity ecology incorporates local and regional processes to gain a mechanistic
understanding of community structure across the landscape (Thompson et al. 2020, Tonkin et al.
2018, Logue et al. 2011, Leibold et al. 2004). Local factors include species sorting and biotic
interactions, while regional factors include dispersal limitations, speciation, drift, and selection
(Leibold and Chase 2017, Vellend 2010). Measuring beta diversity within metacommunities
gives information on the compositional differences between local communities connected by
dispersal. Beta diversity can be partitioned into two components: turnover and richness
difference (Carvalho et al. 2012, Anderson et al. 2011, Podani and Schmera 2011, Whittaker
1960). Turnover represents species replacement along gradients, often attributed to
environmental filtering, biotic interactions, historical events, or dispersal processes (Carvalho et
al. 2012, Baselga 2010). Richness difference represents changes from net gain or loss of species
due to the diversity of niches or physical barriers (Legendre 2014, Podani and Schmera 2011).
Exploring relationships between total beta diversity, turnover, and richness difference at a broad
scale with localized landscape variables can provide information about biodiversity patterns
across large spatial extents (Bispo et al. 2021, Swan et al. 2021, Specziár et al. 2018).
Turnover and richness difference are often influenced by different factors (Johansson et
al. 2019, Heino et al. 2018, Gutiérrez‐Cánovas et al. 2013), so partitioning beta diversity into
these components can provide greater insight into the relationships between localities within
metacommunities better than total beta diversity alone (Rocha et al. 2019, Soininen et al. 2018,
Carvalho et al. 2012). For example, in rivers, environmental gradients did a better job of
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explaining turnover, while anthropogenic stressors did a better job of explaining richness
difference (Gutiérrez‐Cánovas et al. 2013). Researchers have identified strong relationships
between beta diversity and land use, hydrological conditions, dispersal abilities, and
environmental heterogeneity in past studies (Medeiros et al. 2021, Seabra et al. 2021, Heino et al.
2018, Specziár et al. 2018, Shukla and Bhat 2018). Studies exploring the processes behind beta
diversity patterns often use broad-scale landscape variables such as percentages of land cover
types in a watershed, but some landscape-scale variables will be more informative. For example,
dam density and road crossings prevent movement- a fundamental aspect of metacommunity
ecology. Relationships between precipitation, land use, and temperature have been found with
beta diversity partitioning patterns on aquatic macroinvertebrates (Medeiros et al. 2021,
Johansson et al. 2019, Heino et al. 2018,). Aquatic macroinvertebrates have different dispersal
abilities and life histories compared to stream fishes, and those beta diversity studies that have
investigated relationships with fish and beta diversity partitioning have focused on flow regime
and broad spatial vs. environmental analysis (López‐Delgado et al. 2020, Shukla and Bhat 2018).
Beta diversity studies have been completed across the globe (Medeiros et al. 2021, Seabra et al.
2021, Wang et al. 2021, Rocha et al. 2019, Specziár et al. 2018, Rádková et al. 2014), and the
ability to relate beta diversity studies between regions may be limited due to different climate,
geography, and regional richness. Zbinden and Matthews (2017) partitioned beta diversity and
observed relationships with substrate composition, temperature, conductivity, and elevation from
a single watershed in Oklahoma, USA. Our study explored change in land use, climatic, and
anthropogenic variables relationships with beta diversity and its components across a larger
spatial extent.
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Spatial scale represents a fundamental factor in studying metacommunity ecology and
beta diversity (Lansac‐Tôha et al. 2020, Wilson and McTammany 2016, Declerck et al. 2011,
Wiens 1989). Ecologists now recognize that global, regional, and fine-scale processes should be
integrated in a macrosystems framework to understand community assembly across spatial scales
(Fei et al. 2016, Soranno and Schimel 2014,). Large-extent studies allow for partitioning of many
metacommunities that can act as replicates to increase the probability of finding strong
relationships between beta diversity and landscape variables (Record et al. 2021, HenriquesSilva et al. 2013, Heino 2011). Studies investigating multiple scales have suggested the
intermediate scale should be investigated to bridge the gap between regional and local processes
(Bispo et al. 2021, Dala-Corte et al. 2019, Isbell et al. 2017, Fausch et al. 2002). Previous
literature investigating multiple spatial scales in freshwater systems have largely used three
means for delineating their spatial scales; increasing buffer distance around a waterbody
(Declerck et al. 2006), using the reach, segment, catchment structure of watersheds (Dala-Corte
et al. 2019, Weigel et al. 2003, Allan et al. 1997, Frissell et al. 1986), or uneven scaling between
waterbodies and continental scale (Birk et al. 2020). The hydrologic unit codes (HUCs) (Seaber
et al. 1987) provide the best method to create a spatial scale continuum because HUCs use the
natural watershed border to delineate a metacommunity and these watersheds are nested within
each other as scale increases (Marcilio‐Silva et al. 2017, Guo and Olden 2014, Brown et al.
2011).
Riverine fishes provide a unique study system for exploring beta diversity and its
components. The dendritic structure of river networks restricts movement of fishes within the
stream network (Tonkin et al. 2018, Brown and Swan 2010). Because unassisted overland
dispersal is not possible, fish communities may be close in Euclidean space, but highly separated
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in network distance, creating a unique spatial framework to understand the processes structuring
beta diversity over multiple spatial scales (Tonkin et al. 2017). A connectivity gradient exists
between isolated headwaters and more connected mainstem river reaches, which creates a
distinct dispersal route for restricted aquatic organisms (Heino et al. 2015, Hitt and Angermeier
2011,). An exception is when a first order stream flows directly into a larger river, typically
resulting in communities with higher diversity than an isolated headwater stream (Denison et al.
2021, Henriques‐Silva et al. 2019). Watersheds are arranged hierarchically where small
watersheds are nested within larger watersheds separated by discrete spatial boundaries:
watershed boundaries and oceans. This structure creates real and discrete spatial units for
delineating metacommunities as experimental units in large-scale analyses, which can help to
overcome issues of setting arbitrary and unrealistic metacommunity boundaries (Patrick and
Yuan 2019, Jelinski and Wu 1996).
In this study, we explored beta diversity and its components across three spatial scales
using a large-extent dataset of 13 states along the Atlantic Seaboard and Gulf Coast, United
States. We investigated three objectives; first, we sought to quantify total beta diversity,
turnover, and richness difference across spatial scales and determine which component has the
highest contribution towards total beta diversity at each scale. We predicted that
metacommunities will become more dissimilar with increasing spatial scale due to the
combination of more species in the regional pool and increased distance among local
communities. All species cannot be found at all sites resulting in different community
compositions (Medeiros et al. 2021, Anderson et al. 2011,). We also predicted that the turnover
component of beta diversity will be the predominate contributor towards overall beta diversity
because our study extent contains regions of high species richness and environmental
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heterogeneity, which has shown evidence for increased replacements over increased gain or loss
of species (Wang et al. 2021, Specziár et al. 2018, Rádková et al. 2014). Second, we sought to
quantify relationships between land use, climate, or anthropogenic variables and beta diversity
and its components within each spatial scale. We predicted that change in forest and agriculture
will show the strongest relationships at the largest spatial scale, while more localized variables
(road crossings, dam density, precipitation and runoff) will show the strongest relationships at
the smallest spatial scale (Caetano et al. 2021). A general trend suggests land use variables are
more important at larger scales, while localized environmental variables are important at smaller
scales (Swan et al. 2021, Zbinden and Matthews 2017, Allan et al. 1997). Finally, we sought to
quantify whether land use, climate, or anthropogenic variables show scale dependence or
invariance with change in spatial scale. Birk et al. (2020) recognized specific gradients increased
with spatial scale suggesting an increased likelihood of measuring cross-scale effects for lakes
and rivers in Europe. We thus predicted that some variables such as precipitation and change in
land use may show an increase in importance with a larger scale, showing scale dependence.
Methods
Study area and spatial scale
Our study area encompassed 13 US states with watersheds that either drain into the
Atlantic Ocean or the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 2.1). This region offers elevational gradients where
rivers generally originate in montane regions, and flow east or south across the coastal plain.
Because of our large extent and fluvial discontinuity by oceans, major river systems are
disconnected from one another along the river network. Forest land use dominates our study area
(48%), followed by agriculture (21%), wetlands (14%), and urbanization (12%).
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The hierarchical spatial structure of riverine networks creates watersheds of decreasing
size nested in larger drainage basins. In the US, rivers are categorized by hydrologic unit codes
(HUCs), which increase in length as watershed areas become smaller (Seaber et al. 1987). For
example, HUC6 watersheds are nested within HUC4 watersheds. Using watershed boundaries as
discrete spatial units is common in broad-scale studies in aquatic ecology (Stoczynski et al. 2021,
Peoples et al. 2020, Patrick and Brown 2018, Peoples et al. 2018, Guo and Olden 2014). We
used HUC (mean ± SD) watersheds to delineate our three spatial scales using HUC10 (459.5 ±
221.8 km2), HUC8 (3581.3 ± 1871.8 km2), and HUC6 (21579.9 ± 10223.9 km2) watersheds as
our spatial scale continuum (Figure 2.2). For this study, we treated each sampling location as a
local community and each HUC watershed as a separate metacommunity and experimental unit.
At each scale, we used metacommunities with 15 or more local communities to allow for the
most robust analysis (Heino et al. 2015), resulting in 319, 184, and 46 metacommunities
investigated at the HUC10, HUC8, and HUC6 scale, respectively.
Fish dataset
We analyzed a dataset of contemporary (mid-1980s to present) stream fish occurrence
records (presence-absence records) compiled from community sampling by state resource
management agencies. Records were subjected to stringent quality control before being included
in our dataset and were only included if (1) researchers sampled at least 20-30 times mean stream
width, a minimum distance required to sufficiently characterize species richness at a site
(Barbour et al. 1999); (2) sampling and species identification were completed by professional
biologists; (3) sampling was designed to characterize community assemblages and was not
directed at a single species or only game species. Portions of this dataset have been used in
previous research investigating questions requiring large-extent occurrence data (Stoczynski et
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al. 2021, Peoples et al. 2020, Peoples and Midway 2018, Midway et al. 2016). The dataset totals
15,335 sites and 234 fish species. Sites were coarsened to the segment scale—stream sections
bounded by confluences with other streams (Frissell et al. 1986); this the most appropriate scale
for modeling stream fish occurrence (Benda et al. 2004). We pooled fish occurrences for
segments with multiple sites or sampling occasions. At this large extent, using occurrence data
allowed us to avoid introducing bias from number of individuals collected and area sampled
(Chao et al. 2005). Although we cannot rule out fish assemblages being temporally dynamic at
some sites, we expect that given the relatively short time over which sampling took place, many
sites are unlikely to have dramatically altered assemblages. Furthermore, any assemblage
changes are likely to be inconsequential relative to the spatial scale extent of the study.
Independent variables
We summarized land use, climate, and anthropogenic data from the stream-catchment
(StreamCat) database maintained by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (Hill et
al. 2016). StreamCat is linked with the National Hydrology Dataset Plus Version 2
(NHDPlusV2) to allow researchers to connect stream segments with database information based
on the identification of specific stream segments (COMID). The StreamCat database covers
millions of stream segments in the United States, which offers the opportunity to get reach scale
data for large spatial extent studies. The NHDPlusV2 dataset was clipped to the HUCs within
each spatial scale representing the extent of our study area using ArcMap GIS 10.6 (ESRI 2018).
We joined the StreamCat data with the NHDPlusV2 and used zonal statistics to get average and
standard deviations for our independent variables. After running variation inflation factor (VIF)
and examining correlations, we used six variables representing land use change, climate, and
anthropogenic factors (Table 2.1). We chose to investigate dams and road crossings as our
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anthropogenic factors because communities may become disconnected by the barriers these
variables represent, resulting in high beta diversity from few shared species or low beta diversity
through loss of specialist species due to change in habitat (Wang et al. 2021, Diebel et al. 2015,
Benton et al. 2008,). Precipitation and runoff represent the climate variables that may impact
streams through varied discharge entering the stream channel due to rainfall, soil basin
characteristics, and groundwater charge, which can disturb stream substrate, increasing
sedimentation, and introducing contaminants (McCabe and Wolock 2011, Carlisle et al. 2009,
Stauffer et al. 2000). Precipitation and runoff were not highly correlated (0.2<r< 0.4) at any
spatial scale. Land use variables are commonly used in studies investigating beta diversity over
multiple scales (Johansson et al. 2019, Tóth et al. 2019,). Disturbance from land use practices
such as agriculture or recovery of land use to forest from abandonment can lead to changes in
environmental heterogeneity (Allan 2004), and subsequent changes to beta diversity. We
combined land uses of crop and hay farming into a total agriculture category and also combined
coniferous, mixed, and deciduous forests into a total forest category. We calculated these from
the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) 2001 and 2019 data provided through the StreamCat
database. Because beta diversity investigates the change in species composition, we used the
change in agriculture or forest over the 18 years to explore how land use change may influence
community structure.
Statistical analyses
We partitioned beta diversity into its turnover and richness difference components using
the Jaccard dissimilarity metric, similar to methods proposed by Carvalho et al. (2012). In this
method total beta diversity = turnover + richness difference. Total beta diversity represents both
components, turnover represents replacement of species between sites, and richness difference
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reflects species gains and losses independently of whether sites are nested or not. Total beta
diversity and its components range from 0-1, with a value of 0 meaning that two
metacommunities have identical species compositions and a value of 1 meaning that two
communities have no species in common (Podani and Schmera 2011). A review of this beta
diversity partitioning method demonstrated the appropriateness for large-extent studies
(Legendre 2014). We used the ‘beta.multi’ function from the BAT package to calculate beta
diversity and its components based on multiple site comparison (Cardoso et al. 2015). Because
different HUCs contain different site densities, we calculated beta diversity metrics after taking a
subset of 15 (HUC10 and HUC8) or 25 (HUC6) randomly chosen sites. We repeated this process
for 20 iterations at each spatial scale and then took an average (Patrick and Yuan 2019). We used
an ANOVA with Tukey test to determine if beta diversity levels changed with spatial scale.
To quantify the effect of landscape variables on beta diversity and its components, we
used a Bayesian hierarchical beta regression model that included random intercepts and slopes
for each independent variable. Each of the independent variables were standardized by meancentering and dividing by the variable’s standard deviation (this standard deviation both helps
with model fitting and allows for direct comparison of effect sizes from the coefficient
estimates). The response variables of average total beta diversity, average turnover, and average
richness difference were all interval-distributed variables that fell between 0 and 1; the variables
were beta distributed. A beta regression model is ideal for modelling proportion data, such as
beta diversity calculations (Ferrari and Cribari-Neto 2004). The beta regression was modelled as:
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗[𝑖𝑖] + 𝜷𝜷𝒋𝒋[𝒊𝒊] 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊

Where yi is the beta-distributed response, variable 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗[𝑖𝑖] is the intercept, 𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗[𝑖𝑖] is the vector

of coefficients for our six independent variables, and xi is the vector for the six independent
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variables. All model coefficients were treated as random effects, where j indexes the random
effect including our three spatial scales (HUC6, HUC8, or HUC10) and i indexes the observation
level. The variance-covariance matrix was modelled using the scaled inverse Wishart distribution
(Gelman and Hill 2006). Level 2 of the model quantified the coefficients at different spatial
scales, which essentially created an ANOVA approach to determine whether confidence intervals
for each independent variable overlapped as spatial scale increased.
For all hierarchical Bayesian models, we ran three Markov chains each beginning with a
different random starting value. From a total of 180,000 samples from the posterior distribution,
the first 3,000 samples from each chain were discarded, and then, every other sample was
retained for a total of 171,000 samples used to characterize the posterior distribution. To assess
convergence of the models, we examined the scale reduction factor for each independent variable
in addition to evaluation of trace plots and plots of posterior distributions. We ran models using
the ‘jags’ function in the jagsUI package (Kellner et al. 2019). All statistics were completed in R
version 4.1.2 (R Core Team 2021).
Results
We observed a wide range of beta diversity values over the three spatial scales.
Metacommunities with greater community dissimilarity (i.e. higher beta diversity) were found in
the mid to southern regions at the HUC6 scale and in the mid to northern regions of the HUC8
scale, while at the HUC10 scale, metacommunities with greater community dissimilarity were
seen in both the most northern and southern watersheds (Figure 2.3). Turnover values showed an
increasing number of replacements occurring in the southern region at the HUC6 scale and the
northern region of the HUC10 scale, while high replacements at the HUC8 scale showed no clear
pattern (Figure 2.4). Richness difference values showed an increase in gain or loss of species
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occurring in the northern region at each spatial scale (Figure 2.5). Average values of total beta
diversity showed a gradual increase with increasing spatial scale (from HUC10 to HUC8 to
HUC6), thus metacommunities were more differentiated at larger scales (p < 0.0001, F2 = 45.13).
At each scale, turnover and richness difference made roughly equal contributions towards overall
beta diversity (Figure 2.6).
Level 1 results from the Bayesian hierarchical models showed different relationships for
beta diversity and its components within each spatial scale (Figure 2.7). Significant negative and
positive relationships were observed for all variables except dam density. Total beta diversity
showed positive relationships with change in agriculture, road crossings, runoff, and
precipitation, but a negative relationship with change in forest. Turnover showed positive
relationships with road crossings and precipitation, but negative relationships with change in
forest and runoff. Richness difference showed positive relationships with road crossings and
runoff, but a negative relationship with precipitation (Figure 2.7).
Level 2 results from the Bayesian hierarchical models suggest that almost all
relationships between landscape scale variables and beta diversity were scale invariant, although
two independent variables showed significant change between spatial scales (Figure 2.8).
Precipitation showed a significant increase in effect size from the HUC8 to the HUC10 scale for
total beta diversity and turnover. Change in agriculture showed a significant increase in effect
size from the HUC6 to HUC8 scale for total beta diversity. There were no significant changes in
effect size as spatial scale changed for richness difference values (Figure 2.8).
Discussion
We used an extensive dataset of Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico watersheds to investigate
relationships between beta diversity components and climate, land use, and anthropogenic
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variables within and across three spatial scales. The turnover and richness difference components
of beta diversity made similar contributions to overall beta diversity. We observed effects of beta
diversity from both anthropogenic and climate-based variables at our intermediate and smallest
spatial scales. Contrary to what has been found in other studies (Viana and Chase 2019, Chase et
al. 2018, MacNeil et al. 2009,), we observed few changes in the strength of these effects across
spatial scales.
Landscape-scale patterns of beta diversity
Calculations of total beta diversity increased with spatial scale, likely because the
regional species pool increases with scale, providing for more potential differences among local
communities (Stoczynski et al. 2021). At our largest scale, neighboring metacommunities
contain regional pools divergent enough to account for an increase in beta diversity. Most studies
have found positive relationships between beta diversity and spatial scale (Malumbres-Olarte et
al. 2021, Medeiros et al. 2021, Gering and Crist 2002, Koleff and Gaston 2002), but some studies
have found decreasing beta diversity with coarsening spatial grain (Keil et al. 2012), and nonsignificant change in beta diversity with increasing scale (Flach et al. 2012). Many studies
observe some increase in beta diversity with an increase in scale because species dispersal
abilities are limited at large scales, though the rate of increase with scale does differ between
studies potentially based on taxa investigated and net change in spatial scale between the
smallest and largest scale. Species with wide distributions can persist in many local communities
and contribute to the increase in community similarity (i.e. lower or non-significant increase in
beta diversity) at larger scales (Sarremejane et al. 2018).
Contrary to our prediction, turnover and richness difference made similar contributions to
total beta diversity across scales suggesting there are regions within our study extent in which
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strong environmental filtering and high diversity contribute to more replacements (López‐
Delgado et al. 2020, Cunha et al. 2019, Rocha et al. 2019, Specziár et al. 2018). Likewise, there
are regions within our study extent which suggest abrupt human induced changes or strong
stressors cause a loss of sensitive species from areas within the region (Gutiérrez‐Cánovas et al.
2013). For example, Shukla and Bhat (2018) saw the turnover and richness difference
components contributed equally to beta diversity when all stream systems were combined but
separated by flow regime, regulated flow sites were more structured by turnover and intermittent
sites were more structured by richness difference. Turnover and richness difference also made
roughly equal contributions to total beta diversity of aquatic and terrestrial beetles in northern
Europe (Heino et al. 2018) and estuarine macroinvertebrates along the Brazilian coast (Medeiros
et al. 2021). Spatial extent seems to play a role in our ability to see equal contribution of turnover
and richness difference – while many existing studies are generally focused more regionally,
ours covers a much larger area which probably encompasses more spatial heterogeneity in
abiotic features and community structure across the landscape. Regional differences in how each
component contributes to total beta diversity may exist in our dataset but are averaged out at this
extent. Dividing our study into geographically defined regions may yield different results.
Within-scale relationships of beta diversity
Beta diversity was related to climatic variables within each spatial scale. Precipitation
was related to an increase in species compositional differences and replacements, but a decrease
in the number of species gained or loss from a community. A similar directionality difference
between turnover and nestedness (a type of richness difference gradient) was observed with
precipitation for fish species at the global scale (Leprieur et al. 2011). For aquatic beetle
diversity in northern Europe, precipitation created a gradient from high to low beta diversity,
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where the researchers suggested high precipitation can change habitat availability through the
inundation of temporary habitats (Heino et al. 2018). Temporary habitats could be important for
stream fish if precipitation events cause high flow events, which inundate temporary habitats fish
can use based on connectivity to permanent habitat and hydroperiod (Baber et al. 2002). In
contrast, precipitation can stabilize habitat by replenishing aquifers and maintaining large pools
that species used for refuge (Labbe and Fausch 2000), these stable conditions after precipitation
events may also contribute to the decrease in gain or loss of species if available niches remain
stable (Sarremejane et al. 2017). Precipitation can affect community compositional differences
through instream availability of aquatic vegetation (Huttunen et al. 2017). Fish can use aquatic
vegetation as refuge from predators, foraging habitat, and spawning material (Killgore et al.
1989, Rozas and Odum 1988). Runoff was related to an increase in species compositional
differences and gain or loss of species, but decreased replacements. Runoff altered the biological
condition of streams when sampling invertebrates in lowland regions in the eastern United States
(Carlisle et al. 2009). Runoff increased erosion and sediment pulses into streams linked to the
complexity of the adjacent riparian cover (Stauffer et al. 2000). Changes to the biological
condition of streams and perturbation of sediments during runoff events could cause a loss of
sensitive species within a local community, increasing community compositional difference
within the metacommunity. Both runoff and precipitation showed opposing relationships
between turnover and richness difference lending to evidence that partitioning beta diversity
provides additional information about stream fish beta diversity (Rocha et al. 2019, Soininen et
al. 2018, Carvalho et al. 2012,). Climatic variables alone cannot explain beta diversity of stream
fishes because these variables are intrinsically linked to other variables such as flow,
connectivity, and habitat heterogeneity.
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Anthropogenic variables also affected beta diversity. Having more road crossings over
streams was associated with increased species compositional differences, replacements, and gain
or loss of species. Road crossings create connectivity issues through channel erosion, sediment
deposition, change in channel depth, and flow regime shifts (Perkin and Gido 2012, Benton et al.
2008). Disconnected habitat divided by road crossings can still contain diverse community
assemblages (Chisholm et al. 2011), but loss of species due to connectivity issues even with the
availability of suitable habitat can increase beta diversity (Díaz et al. 2021). Connectivity also
differentially affects species depending on their dispersal abilities (Heino 2011); fish with high
dispersal traits were more impacted by barriers compared to more sedentary species (Díaz et al.
2021, Perkin et al. 2013,). When highly mobile species cannot persist due to movement
restrictions, those species may be lost from the community. Barriers also increased total beta
diversity and turnover in Canadian stream fish metacommunities with increased fragmentation
(Edge et al. 2017). Headwater streams in a metacommunity may be disproportionally affected by
fragmentation due to barriers. These streams are more isolated than communities farther
downstream and decreased connectivity due to barriers can cause some species to go locally
extinct (Baguette et al. 2013, Hitt and Angermeier 2006, Fagan 2002), and without connectivity
recolonization is unlikely to occur. Connectivity is important for the maintenance of biodiversity
at the metacommunity level, and road crossings show evidence for disrupting connectivity
resulting in increased beta diversity within metacommunities.
Varying levels of modification from land use practices showed effects on beta diversity.
We used a novel approach to interpret how land use affected beta diversity by calculating the
change in forest and agriculture over an 18-year period. The approach allowed us to quantify
how human modifications to the landscape were related to changes in beta diversity. While land
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use impacts may be immediate, community compositional changes likely appear long after the
disturbance when changes to population numbers, decreased connectivity, and changes in habitat
availability take effect (Isbell et al. 2017). Change in forest was related to a decrease in species
compositional differences and replacements. Low forest disturbance and an increase in forest
cover suggested forested patches contain more continuous habitat, which may lead to more
shared species (Isbell et al. 2017). Change in agriculture was related to an increase in community
compositional differences. Agriculture can cause sedimentation and habitat homogenization
through loss of macrophytes, channelization, and increased sunlight exposure (Qiao et al. 2022,
Fugère et al. 2016, Johnson and Angeler 2014, Allan 2004). Lower beta diversity in undisturbed
forest compared to adjacent disturbed communities (farmland, pasture, logged forest) was also
found for macroinvertebrates in Africa (Fugère et al. 2016), fish communities in the Andes
Mountains (Leão et al. 2020), and butterfly communities in Indonesia (Hamer and Hill 2000).
While some studies failed to see a relationship between beta diversity and land use, using
dynamic instead of static land use variables offer a new perspective for investigating changes in
community compositional differences.
Mechanism strength across spatial scales
We observed relatively few scale-dependent relationships for how our independent
variables structured beta diversity and its components over our three spatial scales. However, the
small and intermediate scales in our analysis showed more tightly defined effect sizes compared
to our largest scale. This result was also found in a meta-analysis of a variety of different taxa
and ecosystems that examined scale dependency (Chase et al. 2018). In addition, environmental
heterogeneity at the small and intermediate spatial scales contributed the most to beta diversity
for stream insects in Brazil (Castro et al. 2020). The intermediate scale (HUC8) was important in
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our analysis because the scale dependent relationships we did find all included the intermediate
scale. Future studies should consider analyses that include an intermediate scale because many
critical community processes occur at this scale (Isbell et al. 2017, Fausch et al. 2002,).
There are contrasting results in the literature regarding scale dependence. Scale
invariance when investigating metacommunity structure has also been found in studies of
zooplankton in tropical floodplains of Brazil, stream insects in China, and cladocerans in Andes
Mountain wetlands (Diniz et al. 2021, He et al. 2020, Declerck et al. 2011). However, one metaanalysis of 52 studies investigating biodiversity measures over multiple spatial scales found, in
contrast to our results, that scale dependence was common with many studies showing either a
positive or negative trend from smaller to larger scales (Chase et al. 2018). Additionally, scaledependent relationships have been observed for forest disturbance on butterfly communities in
the Neotropics (Hamer and Hill 2000), environmental and spatial influences on body sizes
associated with ciliates, rotifers, cladocerans, and copepods in Brazil floodplains (Lansac‐Tôha
et al. 2020), and the importance of habitat variation for benthic communities sampled in a large
river in Pennsylvania (Wilson and McTammany 2016). The main difference between these
studies and ours is the taxa. Chase et al. (2018) only found three of 52 studies that explored
scale-dependence using vertebrates. The dispersal capabilities, habitat use, impact of
connectivity, and biotic interaction dynamics of vertebrates is much different compared to
smaller invertebrate taxa or plants. There is evidence for ecological mechanisms operating at
different scales within a metacommunity (Borthagaray et al. 2015), and continued investigation
of aquatic vertebrate groups over multiple scales may show a diverging pattern between how
these relationships work over multiple spatial scales.
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Our lack of observed scale dependence may be due to two reasons. First, we may not
have observed many scale-dependent relationships in our study because the HUC watershed size
delineations may not occur at the pivotal transition points where ecological patterns and
processes from one scale change (Gering and Crist 2002). We used the HUC watersheds to
create a spatial scale continuum. However, even at our smallest scale, the HUC10 watersheds
still encompassed an average area of 459.5 km2, which could still be too large of a spatial scale
to observe cross-scale relationships of beta diversity and its components. For example, past
studies investigating multiple spatial scales in the field have used ranges from 6400 m to 200m
(Hamer and Hill 2000), 30 km to 1 km (Meynard et al. 2013), and patch scale (80 X 80 m grid)
to microhabitat scale (3 X 3 m) (Wilson and McTammany 2016). Additionally, spatial extent
resulted in stronger inferences on metacommunity processes compared to increasing spatial grain
(Viana and Chase 2019, Meynard et al. 2013). There are a wide range of ways multiple spatial
scales have been investigated to understand metacommunity processes and work still needs to be
completed to determine what, if any, is the most appropriate scale to work with depending on
study system and taxa. Second, we may need more replicates in metacommunities over a greater
spatial extent to begin to tease apart how climate and anthropogenic variables change across
space. Even though we included all HUC6 and HUC8 watersheds of our study extent, our
sampling density prevented us from full HUC10 coverage over our spatial extent. While we still
had over 300 replicate metacommunities at the HUC10 scale, increased sampling density would
allow us to use a larger uniform sample within each metacommunity to calculate beta diversity
as well as provide more HUC10 watersheds with a minimum of 15 sites. Environmental
problems and their consequences arise between local and macro scales, which are still poorly
understood (Heffernan et al. 2014). Cooperation among state agencies and researchers who have
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compiled their own large datasets are needed to allow ecologists to continue answering questions
at macroscales.
Large study extents are important for partitioning into replicate metacommunities to
detect regional patterns of beta diversity that may be worth investigating on a smaller scale.
Replicate metacommunities provided the statistical power to detect relationships with land use
change, climatic, and anthropogenic variables within our smallest and intermediate spatial scales.
Climatic variables showed complexity in their interaction with other variables linked to
understanding stream fish beta diversity including flow and habitat heterogeneity. Stream
connectivity is important for maintaining stream fish biodiversity at large scales and can be
influenced by land use change and anthropogenic variables. We showed how the intermediate
scale was important for detecting the scale-dependent relationships we did find, and attention
should be given towards understanding how differences between the small and large scale in
multi-scale analyses may affect the ability to detect biological relationships. Working towards
understanding how beta diversity at larger scales is connected to beta diversity at more local
scales can inform our understanding of how humans are impacting aquatic biodiversity (Isbell et
al. 2017).
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Table 2.1: Explanatory variable definitions, codes, and mean ± SD summarized from the
StreamCat database
Variable
Code
Definition
Mean ± SD
Dam Density
Dams
Density of georeferenced dams HUC6: 0.0297 ± 0.023
(dams/km2)
within upstream watershed
HUC8: 0.034 ± 0.036
HUC10: 0.022 ± 0.032
30 Year Precipitation
(mm)

Precip

Average 30-year normal mean
precipitation from 1981-2010

HUC6: 1230.77 ±
112.99
HUC8: 1205.1 ± 120.56
HUC10: 1206.75 ±
134.8

Runoff (mm)

Runoff

Average runoff values within
upstream watershed between
1971-2000

HUC6: 495.91 ± 149.16
HUC8: 519.96 ± 144.45
HUC10: 590.57 ±
131.08

Road Crossings
(crossings/km2)

Roads

Sum of all road crossings
within upstream watershed

HUC6: 0.017 ± 0.0007
HUC8: 0.017 ± 0.009
HUC10: 0.016 ± 0.01

Change in Agriculture
(%)

Ag

HUC6: -0.96 ± 0.79
HUC8: -0.827 ± 0.891
HUC10: -0.53 ± 0.924

Change in Forest (%)

Forest

Pasture and crop land use were
summed to agriculture for years
2001 and 2019, difference in
land use between these years.
Forest types: deciduous, mixed,
and coniferous were summed to
forest for years 2001 and 2019,
difference in land use between
these years.
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HUC6: -0.8 ± 1.38
HUC8: -1.087 ± 1.8
HUC10: -0.621 ± 2.81

Figure 2.1: Study extent showing all sites used for measuring beta diversity, turnover, and
richness difference components. Sites are located within watersheds that drain into either the
Atlantic Ocean or the Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 2.2: The three different spatial scales investigated during this study. Each polygon represents a replicate metacommunity using
for investigating relationships of beta diversity and its components. We used 46 metacommunities at the HUC6 scale, 184
metacommunities at the HUC8 scale, and 319 metacommunities at the HUC10 scale.
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Figure 2.3: Patterns in total beta diversity over the three spatial scales. Empty polygons show no data for total beta diversity. Total
beta diversity values were calculated by averaging 20 iterations of taking a random subset of 15 communities from the HUC8 and
HUC10 scales and 25 communities from the HUC6 scale. Higher values represent more community compositional differences
between communities in the metacommunity.
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Figure 2.4: Patterns in turnover over the three spatial scales. Empty polygons show no data for total beta diversity. Turnover values
were calculated by averaging 20 iterations of taking a random subset of 15 communities from the HUC8 and HUC10 scales and 25
communities from the HUC6 scale. Higher values represent more replacements taking place between local communities in the
metacommunity.
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Figure 2.5: Patterns in richness difference over the three spatial scales. Empty polygons show no data for total beta diversity. Richness
difference values were calculated by averaging 20 iterations of taking a random subset of 15 communities from the HUC8 and HUC10
scales and 25 communities from the HUC6 scale. Higher values represent increased species gain or losses between local communities
in the metacommunity.
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Figure 2.6: Mean and variation in beta diversity, turnover, and richness difference components within each spatial scale. Letters
represent significant differences from ANOVA and Tukey test.
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Figure 2.7: Level 1 results from the Bayesian hierarchical models for total beta diversity (a),
turnover (b), and richness difference (c) showing estimate with 95% confidence intervals.
Bayesian hierarchical models carry variation at each step allowing for confidence down to 90%
to be determined with confidence (†). Significant values do not intersect zero (*).
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Figure 2.8: Level 2 results from the
Bayesian hierarchical models for total
beta diversity (a), turnover (b), and
richness difference (c) showing how
effect sizes at level 1 change with spatial
scale increase. * denote instances where a
variables showed a significant increase in
effect size between two spatial scales.
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CHAPTER THREE
LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND STUDY DESIGN AFFECT ELEMENTS OF
METACOMMUNITY STRUCTURE FOR STREAM FISHES ACROSS THE EASTERN
UNITED STATES
Citation: Stoczynski, L., Brown, B. L., Midway, S. R., & Peoples, B. K. (2021). Landscape
features and study design affect elements of metacommunity structure for stream fishes across
the eastern USA. Freshwater Biology, 66(9), 1736-1750.
Introduction
Metacommunity theory incorporates local and regional processes to explain community
assembly (Leibold et al. 2004, Logue et al. 2011, Tonkin et al. 2018). In a metacommunity
context, beta diversity is characterized by coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping—the
‘elements of metacommunity structure’ (EMS; Leibold and Mikkelson 2002). Given a site-byspecies matrix of incidences, coherence represents a site where a species is absent that is
surrounded by sites where the species is present, termed an ‘embedded absence’. Coherence also
indicates how species distributions are influenced by the same environmental gradient (Presley
2020). Turnover represents the number of times species replace one another along some gradient,
and boundary clumping represents the degree of distinct species groupings within the
metacommunity. Ecologists use positive and negative outcomes of significance tests from
coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping to assign a categorical metacommunity structure
(Leibold and Mikkelson 2002, Presley et al. 2010). Each metacommunity type represents a
hypothesis for how community structure is shaped. The use of additional modelling can provide
information on how dispersal among local communities and local conditions like environmental
factors and species interactions influence community structure along environmental and
landscape gradients (Erős et al. 2017). This commonly used classification approach allows
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ecologists to simultaneously compare hypotheses of community assembly instead of analyzing
each hypothesis independently (Gascón et al. 2016, Marcilio‐Silva et al. 2017).
Many studies have used the traditional EMS approach of categorizing metacommunities
to investigate community structure (Henriques-Silva et al. 2013, Dallas and Presley 2014, Heino,
Nokela et al. 2015, Tonkin et al. 2016, Brasil et al. 2017, Murray‐Stoker and Murray‐Stoker
2020). However, there has been some discussion on the validity of the EMS approach in terms of
how coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping are calculated and subsequently used to assign
a categorical metacommunity pattern. First, Schmera et al. (2018) argue that turnover and
nestedness are not opposing patterns, but their calculations of turnover and nestedness were
completed without showing evidence of coherence first and used a calculation for nestedness
(richness-difference) that used a different gradient than the calculations for range turnover.
However, the EMS definition of turnover is slightly different than the multitude of other beta
diversity measures because range turnover from the EMS framework uses species range as a unit
whereas the other calculations use species occurrences (Presley 2020). Second, the EMS
framework uses reciprocal averaging to reorder sites into a latent gradient to be comparable to
one another for analysis. This approach has also been criticized (Schmera et al. 2018), although
Presley (2019) points out that opting for researcher-defined gradients instead of using reciprocal
averaging would affect Type I and II error rates in the series of significance tests on the EMS
metrics used to categorize metacommunity types. Regardless of how the debate will be settled,
these potential discrepancies in how the elements are calculated to assign metacommunity types
suggest that there is value in understanding the factors affecting the quantitative elements
themselves, rather than using them to assign categorical metacommunity types. Few studies have
investigated the environmental factors that affect coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping in
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an EMS framework. An elements-based approach of examining how environmental drivers relate
to each specific EMS could provide a more mechanistic understanding of how metacommunities
are structured at the landscape scale.
Large-extent studies allow for mechanistic exploration of the landscape-scale patterns of
metacommunity elements because researchers can partition the study region into many
metacommunities occurring along key gradients of connectivity, climate, land cover, and gamma
diversity (Dias et al. 2017, Record et al. 2021). Large datasets of organism occurrence have been
used to infer metacommunity processes in a variety of systems (García‐Girón et al. 2020,
Murray‐Stoker and Murray‐Stoker 2020, Henriques-Silva et al. 2013, Muneepeerakul et al.
2008). At regional scales, both environmental and dispersal drivers have been shown to impact
community assembly (Meynard et al. 2013, Chase 2014). Yet, while landscape scale analyses
using EMS and beta diversity have provided insight into which patterns can be detected, the
mechanisms driving these patterns have been much less explored (Dümmer et al. 2016, Rocha et
al. 2018, Specziár et al. 2018, Vazquez et al. 2019, Murray‐Stoker and Murray‐Stoker 2020). For
example, several studies have identified landscape-scale metacommunity patterns using EMS
without quantitatively investigating their drivers (Brasil et al. 2017, Henriques-Silva et al. 2013,
Presley et al. 2011). Those studies which have investigated landscape drivers of metacommunity
patterns using EMS have done so over only one or two watersheds (Fernandes et al. 2014, Brasil
et al. 2017, Tonkin, Shah et al. 2017). Many other studies have quantified landscape drivers of
beta diversity metrics without focusing on how those results relate to the metacommunity
framework (Dala-Corte et al. 2019, Krynak et al. 2019, Edge et al. 2017). Meanwhile, landscapescale studies of alpha diversity, species occurrence, and population processes have demonstrated
the importance of land cover and connectivity on biotic processes (Lansac‐Tôha et al. 2020,
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Duarte et al. 2018, Allan 2004). In fact, a recent review implicated the similarities between
metacommunity and landscape ecology and the need to better integrate concepts and practices
within both (Almeida-Gomes et al. 2020). Exploring the landscape-scale drivers of coherence,
turnover, and boundary clumping at large spatial extents will help link mechanisms and largescale analysis of community assembly, making the connection between metacommunity and
landscape ecology.
Attributes of study design may affect observed beta diversity and metacommunity
analysis results, but there has been little discussion in the metacommunity literature regarding
how number and density of sampled sites affect outcomes of metacommunity analyses (Heino,
Soininen et al. 2015). The number of local communities sampled within a metacommunity
affects calculations of the three EMS metrics. However, although this outcome is mathematically
obvious, no study has shown with field-collected data how differences in the number of local
communities will impact the outcome of analyses comparing multiple metacommunities (Patrick
and Yuan 2019). More locations in a metacommunity may increase the likelihood of capturing
the entire regional species pool and quantifying true spatial gradients where species can be
gained or lost individually or in larger numbers (Troia and McManamay 2017). Moreover, the
distance among sampling sites may also affect the quantified effect of connectivity on coherence,
turnover, and boundary clumping by allowing researchers to observe finer-scale patterns along
key gradients. Because the metacommunity framework accounts for dispersal of organisms
among local communities, randomly selecting sites within the metacommunity may give
misleading results due to the changing order of sites in the matrix and distance between those
sites. Understanding how factors involving number and distance between sampling sites affect
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quantified relationships between landscape-scale metacommunity drivers will help to better
inform and contextualize inference.
Riverine fishes provide a unique study system for understanding landscape scale drivers
of metacommunity properties for several reasons (Altermatt 2013). First, the linear dendritic
structure of river networks restricts movement of fishes longitudinal movement (Tonkin et al.
2018, Brown and Swan 2010). Because unassisted overland dispersal is not possible, fish
communities may be proximal in Euclidean space, but highly separated in network distance,
creating a unique spatial framework to disentangle that relative importance of local and regional
factors in structuring metacommunities (Tonkin, Altermatt et al. 2017). Second, watersheds are
arranged hierarchically where small watersheds are nested within larger watersheds separated by
overland boundaries or oceans. This structure creates real and discrete spatial units for
delineating metacommunities as experimental units in large-scale analyses, which can help to
overcome issues of setting arbitrary and unrealistic boundaries of metacommunities (Patrick and
Yuan 2019, Jelinski and Wu 1996).
In this study, we quantified landscape-scale drivers of stream fish metacommunities in
189 watersheds of the eastern United States. We sought to accomplish two objectives: (1) to
quantify effects of landscape-scale variables on coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping as
well as the overall patterns assigned through analysis of the EMS variables, and (2) to identify
spatial clumping and hotspots for metacommunity patterns. Because of our large spatial extent,
visualizing coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping over our study area allowed us to
identify regions where there was a significant grouping of high or low values. This approach
provided a complementary option for visualizing spatial patterns. We hypothesize (1) a negative
influence of urbanization and agriculture on coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping (Table
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3.1). Changes in land use often cause extirpation of specialist species and replacement of
cosmopolitan species affecting the elements of metacommunity structure (Scott and Helfman
2001, Olden et al. 2006). Connectivity barriers such as dams impact the ability of fishes to move
within the watershed. We hypothesize that (2) the reduced connectivity and changes in
hydrology and instream habitat in watersheds with many dams will produce more distinct fish
assemblages across the watershed (Poff and Hart 2002). The result of these affects should be
decreased coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping (Table 3.1). Because headwater stream
fish assemblages are often represented as nested subsets of richer downstream assemblages, we
hypothesize (3) the changes in elevation and temperature within a watershed will have a negative
relationship with coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping because in our study system,
headwater streams are generally at a higher elevation with cooler water temperature and are often
more isolated than downstream reaches (Brown et al. 2011, Midway and Peoples 2019). We
lastly hypothesize (4) a positive relationship between fluvial distance among local communities,
number of local communities, and gamma diversity and coherence, turnover, and boundary
clumping (Table 3.1). Including these variables at the forefront of our models will give better
insight into how each are shaping metacommunity properties in addition to environmental
variables. Due to the dendritic nature of watersheds, using fluvial distance among sites will give
more biologically relevant results compared to using Euclidean distance in our analyses (Tonkin,
Altermatt et al. 2017). We treated sampling locations (here on referred to as local communities)
as distinct local communities within a metacommunity for each watershed. We quantified spatial
patterns for coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping using Moran’s I, and visualized these
patterns using hotspot analysis. We then used mixed-effects regression models to quantify effects
of landscape-scale variables on coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping individually.
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Methods
Study area and spatial scale
Our study area encompassed 12 states in the eastern United States (Figure 3.1). This
region offers elevational gradients where rivers generally originate in montane regions, and flow
east across the coastal plain. Because of our large extent and fluvial discontinuity by oceans,
major river systems are disconnected from one another along the river network. Over 22,000
small and large commercial dams occur in the study area. Forest land use dominates our study
area (54%), followed by agriculture (16%), urbanization (11%), and wetlands (7%).
Rivers are hierarchical, with watersheds of decreasing size nested in larger drainage
basins. In the US, rivers are categorized by hydrologic unit codes (HUCs), which increase in
length as watershed areas become smaller. For example, HUC6 watersheds are nested within
HUC4 watersheds etc. Using watershed boundaries as discrete spatial units is common in broadscale studies in aquatic ecology (Patrick and Brown 2018, Peoples et al. 2018, Guo and Olden
2014). We used HUC8 watersheds, which have approximate areas of 3,500- 4,000 km2 (Seaber et
al. 1987). For the purposes of this study, we treated each sampling location as a local community
and each HUC8 watershed as a separate metacommunity and experimental unit within our
models. This scale represents the finest scale at which our data can be partitioned into multiple
metacommunities that contain 15 or more local communities.
Fish dataset
We analyzed a dataset of contemporary (mid 1990s to present) stream fish occurrence
records (presence-absence records) compiled from community sampling by state resource
management agencies. Records were subjected to stringent quality control before being included
in our dataset, and were only included if (1) researchers sampled at least 20-30 times mean
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stream width, a minimum distance required to sufficiently characterize species richness at a site
(Barbour et al. 1999); (2) sampling and species identification were completed by professional
biologists; (3) sampling was designed to characterize whole assemblages and was not directed at
a single species or only game species. This dataset has been used in previous research
investigating questions requiring large-extent occurrence data (Peoples and Midway 2018,
Midway et al. 2016, Midway et al. 2015, Wagner and Midway 2014) (Figure 3.1). The dataset
totals 139,184 sites and 262 fish species. Sites were coarsened to the segment scale, the most
appropriate scale for modeling stream fish occurrence (Benda et al. 2004). Streams are
hierarchically organized with microhabitats nested within pool/riffle systems and pool/riffle
systems together combine to form stream reaches (Frissell et al. 1986). Fish occurrences were
pooled for segments with multiple sites or sampling occasions. At this large extent, using
occurrence data allows us to avoid introducing bias from number of individuals collected and
area sampled (Chao et al. 2005). Although we cannot rule out fish assemblages being temporally
dynamic at some sites, we expect that given the relatively short time over which sampling took
place, many sites are unlikely to have changed assemblages. Furthermore, any assemblage
changes are likely to be inconsequential relative to the spatial scale extent of the study.
Calculating EMS patterns
Following standard analyses for calculating EMS, we first used the ‘vegan’ package
(Oksanen et al. 2015) in R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team 2019) to ordinate the site-by-species
occurrence matrix using reciprocal averaging, which reorders sites with similar species closer
together. We used reciprocal averaging to minimize embedded absences of a species range,
determine nestedness or high turnover, and define species boundaries without a priori
knowledge of environmental gradients (Leibold and Mikkelson 2002, Willig et al. 2011). We
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assigned metacommunity patterns after calculating coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping
using the metacommunity function in the ‘metacom’ package (Dallas 2018). Coherence and
turnover calculations resulted in discrete numbers of embedded absences and replacements per
metacommunity, respectively. We then compared observed coherence and turnover calculations
to a simulated mean to determine statistical significance (α=0.05). Simulated means were drawn
from a fixed-row, fixed-column null matrix with 999 simulations (Dallas 2018). We used
Morisita’s Index (MI) to represent boundary clumping; MI is a continuous variable that includes
information about species representation in different samples in combination with total number
of species (Morisita 1971). MI estimates typically range around 1.0, with estimates significantly
greater than 1.0 indicating a more clumped species distribution (i.e., unique species grouping)
and MI significantly less than 1.0 indicating an over-dispersed species distribution (Liebold and
Mikkelson 2002). Significance testing of MI estimates was done with a Chi-squared test
(Hoagland and Collins 1997). We determined overall metacommunity pattern using positive,
negative or non-significance of coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping as in Figure 3.2a
(Leibold and Mikkelson 2002, Presley et al. 2010). We acknowledge downsides exist for using
the traditional EMS approach (Schmera et al. 2018), but ordering sites by a latent gradient allows
us to use a mechanistic approach in quantifying metacommunity assembly (Presley et al. 2019).
Independent variables
We calculated independent variables indexing landscape-scale mechanisms hypothesized
to affect coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping using ArcMap GIS 10.6 (ESRI 2018). We
reclassified land cover data from the 2011 National Land Cover Dataset (Homer et al. 2015) into
three categories (developed, forested, and agriculture). Developed landcover was the combined
percentage of open space, low, medium, and high developed area, forested landcover was the
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combined percent of deciduous, evergreen, and mixed forests, and agriculture was the combined
percentage of hay/pasture and cultivated crops. We used the National Inventory of Dams to
calculate dam density in each HUC8. We used the National Elevation Dataset to calculate
average elevation (USGS 2017), and World Climate Dataset to calculate average maximum
water temperature (Hijmans et al. 2005). We calculated and averaged distance among sites
(DAS) along the fluvial network using an origin/destination cost matrix in ArcMap, in which
both upstream and downstream directions are equal (Table 3.1). While rarefication of site
numbers and DAS address potential impacts on metacommunity sampling, we think deriving
effect estimates for these variables is important and each should be at the forefront of our models
to understand their impacts instead of rarifying and placing the variables in the model
background.
Statistical Analyses
We used mixed effects regression models to quantify effects of landscape-scale variables
on coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping. Prior to analyses, we scaled independent
variables (Table 3.1) to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. We screened for
collinearity using Pearson correlation and variance inflation factor (VIF), with cutoff values of r
> 0.6 and VIF > 2.0. Forest cover was correlated with numerous independent variables and
removed from analyses. Model forms varied due to the distribution of response variables and
different link functions used, but independent variables were the same for all models. Because
coherence and turnover followed an overdispersed Poisson distribution, we used a negative
binomial generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) using ‘glmmTMB’ package (Magnusson et
al. 2017). Because MI was continuous and right skewed, the values were log-transformed prior
to analysis to improve normality and we modeled MI using a linear mixed model (LMM) in the
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‘lme4’ package (Bates et al. 2007). To account for differences in watershed size that may affect
response variables, we used watershed area as an offset for coherence and turnover models. We
also included the number of times each segment was sampled as a covariate in each model to
account for uneven sampling effort. We used HUC4 watersheds as a random intercept in each
model to account for spatial nestedness of HUC8s within HUC4s. This approach accounts for
spatial autocorrelation within connected fluvial networks; in this region, HUC4s are separated by
oceans and are therefore spatially independent for the purposes of studying stream fish
metacommunities. Finally, we calculated conditional (R2c) and marginal (R2m) R2 values for each
model using the ‘MuMIn’ package (Barton and Barton 2015). Marginal R2 values represent
variation explained by fixed effects alone, and conditional R2 values represent variance explained
by both fixed and random effects.
We used mixed-effects logistic regression to quantify effects of landscape variables
(Table 3.1) on metacommunity types determined from analyzing coherence, turnover, and
boundary clumping. Because metacommunity types represent a discrete categorical variable, we
used multinomial logistic regression in the “lme4’ package to quantify effects of landscape-scale
variables on metacommunity patterns, and marginal and conditional R2 values were calculated.
Marginal R2 values provide explained variance from only fixed effects, while conditional R2
values provide explained variance for the entire model. In this model, we used only the four most
common metacommunity patterns. For significant variables in this model, we used a post hoc
Tukey test to compare variable means among metacommunity types.
Finally, we used spatial analyses to investigate spatial structuring of metacommunity
types and each EMS. First, we used Moran’s I to examine spatial autocorrelation in our study
area. Moran’s I values range from -1.0 to +1.0, in which a positive value represents spatial
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clumping, and negative values represent spatial dispersion (Getis and Ord 2010). We then used
optimized hot spot analysis to identify locations of significant spatial clumping or dispersion
(Ord and Getis 1995).
Results
Gamma diversity in each watershed ranged from six to 77 with a mean of 38 species.
Coherence ranged from four to 7,470 embedded absences per metacommunity, with an average
of 592. Turnover ranged from 18 to 846,000 replacements per metacommunity, with an average
of 44,789. Boundary clumping (Morisita’s Index) ranged from 0.99 to 55.82, with an average of
5.72. We observed seven metacommunity patterns where Clementsian, quasi-Clementsian,
clumped species loss, and quasi-clumped species loss were the most common (Figure 3.2b).
Coherence (R2m = 0.33; R2c = 0.35), turnover (R2m = 0.68; R2c = 0.70), and boundary
clumping (R2m = 0.45; R2c = 0.66) were all affected significantly by landscape scale variables
(Figure 3.3). Dam density positively affected coherence and turnover density, while DAS
negatively affected coherence and turnover in each metacommunity. Percent developed land use
positively affected Morisita’s Index, while dam density negatively affected Morisita’s Index.
Gamma diversity positively affected coherence and turnover. Number of sample locations in
each metacommunity positively affected all three EMS variables, while temperature negatively
affected all three EMS variables (Figure 3.3).
Only elevation was significant in the multinomial logistic regression predicting
categorical metacommunity types (R2m = 0.12; R2c = 0.12). The R2 for this model were much
lower compared to our R2 values in the mixed effect models above. Post hoc comparisons
showed that elevation was higher for clumped species loss and quasi-clementsian
metacommunities, relative to Clementsian metacommunities (Figure 3.4).
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Spatial analyses showed significant clumping for coherence, turnover, and boundary
clumping (p<0.0001 for all; Figure 3.5). High and low coherence density concentrated in the
New England and South Atlantic Gulf Regions, respectively with hot spots found in the New
England Region. High and low turnover density concentrated in southern New England/Eastern
Mid-Atlantic Regions and Southeastern US, respectively, with a hotspot in New England and
cold spot in Southern Mid-Atlantic Regions. High and low Morisita’s Index concentrated in
Ohio/MidAtlantic and South Atlantic Gulf Regions, respectively with a hot spot detected in the
Ohio/MidAtlantic Region (Figure 3.5).
Discussion
Understanding metacommunity structure beyond the local scale provides broader
inference on the factors that structure communities (Brown et al. 2011). We used a mechanistic
approach to explore potential relationships among landscape-scale variables and metacommunity
properties. Our results demonstrate the importance of dispersal and abiotic factors in determining
community composition, with numerous landscape-scale factors affecting coherence, turnover,
and boundary clumping as well as the categorical metacommunity patterns they contribute to.
Moreover, study design attributes affected the EMS variables, indicating that number of
sampling locations and site locations and proximities in the watershed should be accounted for
when designing EMS studies or applying the EMS framework to data that were not collected
with that purpose.
In support of our first hypothesis, anthropogenic land development positively affected
how many unique species groupings occurred within metacommunities. Urbanized landscapes
have been associated with a variety of changes to stream habitats including increased nutrient
input, sedimentation, runoff, and channelization (Allan 2004). Decreases in species richness
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associated with increased urban land use has been documented for fish communities across the
globe (Tóth et al. 2019, Edge et al. 2017, Wang et al. 2001). Even if regional species pools are
similar, unique species groupings can still be observed in metacommunities because of
interspecific differences in tolerance to urbanization (Utz et al. 2010), which is a similar notion
to why urbanization could impact turnover (Johnson et al. 2013). Interestingly, embedded
absences and replacements showed no relationship with developed land cover. Some studies
have shown that urbanized habitats have communities that are similar to one another, but are
different from those in forested areas, suggesting an increased turnover at the urbanization forest
boundary (Sreekar et al. 2017, Ortega-Álvarez and MacGregor-Fors 2009). Disturbances
including urbanization or drought can impact available habitat decreasing beta diversity between
sites where habitat filtering favors those species that can withstand the disturbance conditions
(Picazo et al. 2012, Chase 2007). Anthropogenically developed land cover is diverse, containing
mixtures of low-level suburban development to high-intensity urban development; these land
cover types interact with the underlying geophysical template across the landscape (Deweber et
al. 2019). Including a mixture of specific types of development has been a useful way of
quantifying effects of developed land cover (Wang et al. 2001), although such an approach
would not be appropriate at the spatial extent of our study because they are strongly correlated
across a large spatial extent. However, future studies that are more regionally focused may
benefit from considering more specific land cover variables to further tease out potential
anthropogenic influences on metacommunity properties.
Dam density positively affected coherence and turnover, and negatively affected
boundary clumping. These findings contrast with our second hypothesis that decreased
connectivity would isolate upstream communities and cause more unique communities. Instead,
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this result highlights the effect of taxonomic homogenization—the process by which
communities become more similar (Rahel 2000). Homogenization can occur from either
establishment of nonnative species and/or loss of specialist species due to environmental
alterations, human movement of species, etc. (Scott and Helfman 2001, Olden and Poff 2004).
Stream fish communities across the eastern US have experienced significant homogenization due
to nonnative species introductions, and this process is correlated with numerous natural and
anthropogenic factors (Peoples et al. 2020). Habitat alterations to rivers caused by dams can
facilitate establishment of nonnative species (Clavero and Hermoso 2011) and contribute to
taxonomic homogenization of riverine fish communities (Poff et al. 2007). Moreover, the novel
impounded habitats produced by dams often serve as a source for new introduced species that
replace the lost riverine specialists (Johnson et al. 2008). These relationships corresponding to
dam impacts are intuitive, as impoundment of rivers are consequential alterations to riverine
systems globally by altering numerous interconnected mechanisms including hydrology,
temperature, and habitat diversity (Poff et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2011, Liermann et al. 2012,
McManamay et al. 2015, Hitchman et al. 2018). The positive relationship between dam density
and embedded absences may suggest decreases in specialist species and community
discontinuity caused by dispersal limitation. Increased turnover suggests more species
replacements within the metacommunity, and homogenization could be taking place through the
replacement of many specialist species by one or a few generalist species.
In support of our third hypothesis, we found that temperature negatively affected
coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping. Embedded absences decreased with increasing
temperature, likely reflecting a pattern of increasing temperature from isolated headwaters to
downstream reaches where increased connectivity results in greater overlap of species. We
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observed decreased turnover and boundary clumping with increasing temperature because
similar species assemblages can occur in neighboring downstream communities as species
numbers approach the regional species pool. Previous work demonstrated warming rivers
increased dominant species and increased replacement of northern “cold-water species” by
southern “warm-water species” (Maire et al. 2019). Community compositional changes from
warming rivers could be revealed in metacommunities by observing shifts in coherence,
turnover, and boundary clumping as warm water species move into new habitat due to changing
climate (Buisson et al. 2013, Domisch et al. 2011, Scott and Helfman 2001). We can consider
temperature a potential proxy variable for elevation and riparian cover, because of the close
relationship between these variables and stream temperature. Temperature was the single abiotic
landscape-scale variable impacting metacommunities from natural temperature changes along
the headwater to mainstem gradient.
In support of our fourth hypothesis, we found that gamma diversity positively affected
coherence and turnover. The relationship between gamma and beta diversity is affected by many
factors (Maloufi et al. 2016, Crist and Veech 2006). In metacommunities with high gamma
diversity, greater habitat heterogeneity and lower connectivity will likely cause increasing
community differentiation as distance among local communities increases (Koleff and Gaston
2002, Gianuca et al. 2017). Studies have identified both positive and negative turnover-driven
relationships between gamma and beta diversity (Maloufi et al. 2016, Patrick and Brown 2018).
This relationship can be non-linear (Gering and Crist 2002) and can be heavily impacted by
species dispersal capabilities (Gianuca et al. 2017). For stream fishes, increased gamma diversity
can cause more turnover because species cannot inhabit all possible niche spaces available. As
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regional scale increases, larger-scale filters operate on community assembly causing a smaller
subset of the regional species pool within local communities (Jackson et al. 2001).
Study design choices impacted analyses of coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping.
The number of local communities sampled within a metacommunity was positively associated
with coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping. Increasing the number of sampled
communities can provide insight into transitions among more distant communities, which have
an increased likelihood of having a distinct assemblage within the metacommunity, similar to
how lakes in close proximity have similar communities, but those furthest removed have very
different assemblages (Olden et al. 2001). Increased sampling density can affect observed
patterns of beta diversity by decreasing the probability that local communities with rare species
will be excluded due to sampling efficiency (Schroeder and Jenkins 2018). We also found a
negative relationship between distance among sites and turnover. These results are similar to
Thompson et al. (2017), who showed how inclusion of a connectivity variable among sites
within a metacommunity can interact with species’ dispersal modes to affect detectability of
metacommunity properties.
Metacommunity analyses are contextualized by a variety of methodological choices
including spatial extent and scale, as well as sampling intensity and site positions within the
watershed (Heino, Melo et al. 2015, Meynard et al. 2013, Declerck et al. 2011). For example,
conducting analyses at a large spatial extent and relatively coarse resolution may have
contributed to many metacommunities being classified as Clementsian, a niche-based structure
(Viana and Chase 2019). Moreover, resampling methods have recently been presented for
dealing with arbitrary delineation of spatial units defining metacommunity boundaries and
uneven sampling within those units (Patrick and Yuan 2019). While our choice of the HUC8
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scale is reasonable given the life history and overland dispersal limitation of the stream fish
species in the region, a logical next step will be to examine the effect of spatial scale choice on
detected metacommunity properties. Moreover, whether by resampling or incorporating into the
models as offsets or covariates, uneven sampling and distance among sites must be accounted for
in large-scale metacommunity analysis. More biological significance was represented with
distance among sites in our models because fluvial distance was measured between sites instead
of using Euclidean distance, which can greatly underestimate the distance between sites due to
the dendritic nature of watersheds in our study extent. Understanding the comparative tradeoffs
of method choices in affecting outcomes of metacommunity analyses will help to refine
analytical procedures.
Clementsian and clumped species loss metacommunities that are characterized by
nestedness and high boundary clumping were the most common metacommunity types in our
study area. These metacommunity types are among the most commonly observed patterns in a
diversity of systems (Henriques-Silva et al. 2013, Brasil et al. 2017, Erős et al. 2017, Heino et al.
2017). Turnover rates represent the major difference between these two metacommunity types;
Clementsian metacommunities have high replacements and clumped species loss
metacommunities have high nestedness, with quasi structures in-between (Heino, Soininen et al.
2015). Accordingly, our results support the hypothesis that turnover strength plays an important
role in mediating the effects of landscape-scale variables in structuring metacommunities
(Presley et al. 2010). Outside the metacommunity framework, beta diversity literature often
examines drivers of turnover without investigating how turnover impacts larger metacommunity
properties. For example, studies may focus on how environmental heterogeneity drives turnover
and nestedness components of beta diversity, and turnover may increase over environmental
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gradients such as aquatic vegetation density, suggesting species-specific responses to habitat
complexity (Cunha et al. 2019). Thus, the research focus is directed toward how habitat affects
turnover instead of understanding turnover in the context of organism dispersal, which would
begin to incorporate the metacommunity framework. Future studies investigating how landscapescale variables affect metacommunities through turnover will help to better contextualize results
of large-scale community ecology studies.
Elevation increased the likelihood of a clumped species loss metacommunity. We
observed a continuum where higher elevation metacommunities were more likely classified as
clumped species loss, and lower elevation metacommunities were more likely classified as
Clementsian. Headwater streams generally have distinct species assemblages compared to
communities downstream due to decreased connectivity (Meyer et al. 2007, Finn et al. 2011,
Henriques-Silva et al. 2013). In much of the study region, watersheds are separated by a ‘fall
line’ delineating upland ecoregions from coastal plains. This boundary can also represent a
distinct barrier in which streams above the fall line are generally less connected to one another
than streams below the fall line (Rohde et al. 2009, Hupp 2000). Clementsian patterns can result
from habitat heterogeneity increasing species richness and increasing changes in land cover
creating distinct assemblages in downstream communities (Vörösmarty et al. 2010).
Interestingly, López‐González et al. (2012) also observed a positive effect of elevation on the
likelihood of observing clumped species loss metacommunities of bats in Mexico. The explained
variance in our multinomial logistic regression model was very low compared to the explained
variance for our mixed models investigating individual continuous metrics, suggesting that
modeling each EMS may provide an informative alternative approach for examining the
mechanisms that drive metacommunity properties across the landscape compared to just
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observing the patterns resulting from coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping. Considering
coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping together, elevation was the only landscape-scale
variable that explained differences among the categorical metacommunities, but examining each
EMS individually showed the influence of other landscape scale variables, excluding elevation.
Metacommunity theory incorporates local and regional processes in understanding
community assembly and is thus a modern standard bearer for understanding processes across
the landscape. Large-extent, multi-metacommunity studies represent an important next step for
integrating metacommunity concepts with similar ecological sub-disciplines (Lansac‐Tôha et al.
2020). In doing so, these approaches improve our ability to link mechanism with
metacommunity properties across large spatial extents and across spatial scales. Our results
demonstrate that the novel approach to using coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping
individually suggest that landscape scale variables such as dam density, urban land use, and
temperature influence metacommunity properties. The values of these variables occur along
natural gradients of elevation, gamma diversity, and fluvial connectivity. However, we also show
that anthropogenic changes on the landscape such as hydrologic and land cover alterations
influence metacommunity properties by affecting distributions of turnover and nestedness.
Another important observation is that inherent characteristics of the dataset have important
bearing on observed metacommunity properties. Simply increasing the number of sampled local
communities and/or the distance among them can affect metacommunity interpretations. As
ecology moves into the era of ‘big data’ to answer broad questions, accounting for these
important natural, anthropogenic, and methodological variables will be critical for improving the
inferential power of metacommunity approaches.
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Table 3.1. Landscape-scale variables used in GLMM and LMM to predict the elements of metacommunity structure. C = coherence,
T = turnover, and BC = boundary clumping; (+) hypothesizes a positive relationship, (-) hypothesizes a negative relationship, (NE)
hypothesizes no effect
Variable

Definition

Developed
(% coverage)

Average percent developed
landcover calculated from
four developed classes
Agriculture
Average percent
(% coverage) crop/pasture/hay land use per
watershed
Dams
Number of dams in each
watershed
Temperature Average min temperature per
(C˚)
watershed
Elevation
(m above sea
level)
Distance
among sites
(km)
Species
Richness
Number of
sites
Sampling
effort

Average elevation per
watershed

Source

Range; Average

C
Hypothesis
+

T
Hypothesis
+

BC
Hypothesis
-

2011 NLCD
(Homer et al. 2015)

(0.022-50.97);
11.35

2011 NLCD
(Homer et al. 2015)

(0-51.67); 15.82

+

+

-

NID-2017
USACE
World Climate Data
(Hijamans et al.
2005)
DEM
(USGS 2017)

(0-536); 86.13

+

+

+

(-7.51-18.18); 3.62

-

-

-

(19.38-980.96);
288.41

-

-

-

Average distance among
sites in each watershed

NA

(4.24-151.71);
63.94

+

+

+

Regional species richness for
each metacommunity
Number of local
communities within each
metacommunity
Average number
communities sampled within
each metacommunity

Fish dataset

(6-77); 38.16

+

+

+

Fish dataset

(9-403); 72.28

+

+

+

Fish dataset

(1-2.51); 1.33

NE

NE

NE
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Figure 3.1 Extent of study area on the eastern United States. Grey polygons represent HUC8
watersheds (metacommunities) and dots represent an individual survey site of stream fish
incidence data (local communities). Map insets show two regions within the study extent zoomed
in to show spatial coverage of local communities.
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Figure 3.2 (a) Adapted from Henriques-Silva et al. (2013), this graphic represents how coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping
assign a metacommunity structure. Coherence represents the number of embedded absences, turnover the number of replacements,
and boundary clumping is calculated from Morisita’s Index showing the degree of specific species groupings within a
metacommunity. Coherence is tested first where a metacommunity with positive coherence results in the testing of turnover. A
combination of the turnover and boundary clumping results determine which metacommunity structure is assigned. Quasi structures
represent not significant (NS) turnover with the (+) and (-) showing the turnover value leaning towards the positive or negative
direction. Site by species matrices show an idealized version of what the metacommunity would look like. Colours surrounding
metacommunity structure types correspond to those in (b) the elements of metacommunity structure (EMS) patterns on the eastern
United States stream fish after calculating coherence, turnover, and boundary clumping in HUC8 watersheds with at least 15 local
communities. Seven different structures were observed.
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Figure 3.3 Results from GLMM and LMM for influence of landscape-scale variables on coherence (a), turnover (b), and boundary
clumping (c) individually. Squares represent the parameter estimate and bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. Confidence
intervals not overlapping zero show the direction of the influence for the corresponding landscape-scale variable. Grey bars are to
allow for easy viewing across each pane. DAS is distance among sites.
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Figure 3.4 Average elevation in meters within each metacommunity pattern for the four most common metacommunity patterns
observed on the eastern US. A metacommunity was delineated as a HUC8 watershed. Letters show significance between structures.
Clumped species loss occurs at a higher elevation compared to Clementsian patterns.
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Figure 3.5 Metacommunity stream fish spatial patterns observed in each HUC8 watershed on the
eastern United States. The left column shows the distribution of coherence, turnover, and
boundary clumping and the right column shows hotspot analysis. Moran’s I spatial
autocorrelation values for each element are shown (all show significant clumping with P <
0.0001.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INCORPORATING HUMAN EFFECTS TO QUANTIFY MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OF
STREAM FISH BETA DIVERSITY
Introduction
Metacommunity ecology uses local and regional factors as well as the fact that local sites
are connected by dispersal to understand the mechanisms underlying community assemblage
patterns (Logue et al. 2011, Leibold et al. 2004). Because metacommunities consist of localities
connected by dispersal, quantifying beta diversity between communities can allow researchers to
understand compositional changes within a metacommunity (Bispo et al. 2021, Ruhí et al. 2017,
Tonkin et al. 2016,). Beta diversity studies in a metacommunity context have the power to
explain taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic dimensions in community structuring through
analysis of traits and evolutionary relatedness among species (Jia et al. 2020a, Cai et al. 2019,
Leibold and Chase 2017, Anderson et al. 2011). Functional diversity can lead to a more synthetic
view of species compositional patterns because we can link species traits with species habitat
preferences (Leibold and Chase 2017). Examining phylogenetic diversity allows us to investigate
evolutionary differences between communities (Li et al. 2021, Nakamura et al. 2021, Nakamura
et al. 2017, Weinstein et al. 2014), which provides information on whether communities are
composed of more closely related species suggesting shared traits in resource utilization, or
whether communities are composed of more distantly related species suggesting competitive
exclusion principles are governing the community (Gainsbury and Colli 2019, Hernández‐
Ordóñez et al. 2019, Webb et al. 2002). Examining compositional differences using beta
diversity can provide information on where in a metacommunity we observe localities sharing
traits and evolutionary relatedness and investigate how those relationships relate to the
environment those localities are found in.
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Freshwater systems and the organisms that inhabit them are threatened by a diversity of
anthropogenic effects including habitat fragmentation, land cover change, and disruption of the
natural flow regime (Heino 2013, Vörösmarty et al. 2010). Human effects on freshwater
communities are well documented (Allan 2004, Poff 1997), to the point that they are
foundational to the paradigm of contemporary environmental assessment (Bailey et al. 2004,
Karr 1981). Despite this established knowledge, we know little about how anthropogenic factors
are associated with the distribution of species across the landscape at the metacommunity level
(Stoczynski et al. 2021, Borges et al. 2020, Lech and Willig 2020, Gianuca et al. 2018, Brasil et
al. 2017, Erős et al. 2017, Cai et al. 2017). Because most metacommunity studies of freshwater
organisms use datasets of contemporary occurrence data, the same anthropogenic factors that so
clearly affect taxonomic alpha diversity may also affect beta diversity and metacommunity
properties. Accordingly, incorporating anthropogenic effects into metacommunity analyses could
show regions affected by localized agricultural applications, human density, and forestry (Duarte
et al. 2018, Gianuca et al. 2018). With so many ways humans can affect freshwater systems,
being able to narrow down those affects to several key factors will provide direction for future
scaled down metacommunity analyses.
Variation partitioning is a widely used statistical tool that allows researchers to calculate
percentages of variation in community structure that are explainable by spatial and abiotic
factors (Borcard et al. 1992). While variation partitioning results can be highly informative,
overall variation explained is frequently low and rarely reaches 40% (Soininen 2014). Most
studies have only examined patterns in taxonomic diversity and have not considered how the
inclusion of traits and evolutionary relatedness can explain other inferences on community
variation (Li et al. 2021a, Benone et al. 2020, Cai et al. 2017). Additionally, including
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anthropogenic factors complimentary to the more commonly applied ‘natural’ environmental
variables may also improve our understanding of beta diversity patterns (Jia et al. 2020, Gianuca
et al. 2018). For example, dam density affected turnover and urban land use affected the
detectability of distinct species groupings for stream fish metacommunities over a large spatial
extent (Stoczynski et al. 2021). Disentangling anthropogenic effects from ‘natural’
environmental variables as explanatory variables in variation partitioning can increase our ability
to explain factors structuring beta diversity within metacommunities.
Riverine fishes provide a unique study system for exploring community assemblage
explained by space, natural environment, and anthropogenic factors. The dendritic structure of
river networks restricts movement of fishes to the stream network (Tonkin et al. 2018, Brown
and Swan 2010). Because unassisted overland dispersal is not possible, stream fish communities
may be proximal in Euclidean space but highly separated in network distance; this structure
creates a spatial framework to examine the patterns of taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic
beta diversity in stream fish metacommunities (Tonkin et al. 2017). This framework also creates
a dual habitat-connectivity gradient in which (a) some headwater streams are more distantly
connected to mainstem river reaches resulting in isolated communities more prone to the effects
of species sorting and stochastic effects and (b) other headwaters with similar habitats that arise
lower in a watershed and are well connected to mainstem rivers resulting in a greater influence
from dispersal properties and allowing the exchange of organisms unique to the mainstem river
(Henriques‐Silva et al. 2019, Heino et al. 2015a, Hitt and Angermeier 2011). Watersheds are
arranged hierarchically where small watersheds are nested within larger watersheds separated by
discrete spatial boundaries caused by high elevation and oceans. Researchers may delineate their
metacommunities based on political boundaries of countries, states, or counties, which can
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impact the interpretation of results because such political boundaries might not make ecological
sense (Patrick and Yuan 2019). Naturally defined, discrete spatial units for delineating
metacommunities as experimental units in large-scale analyses can assist in overcoming issues of
setting arbitrary, unrealistic boundaries for metacommunities (Patrick and Yuan 2019, Jelinski
and Wu 1996).
In this study, we used an extensive fish abundance dataset covering the state of South
Carolina, USA, to quantify variation in metacommunity structure attributable to spatial, natural
environment, and anthropogenic effects across three spatial delineations. We had two main
objectives: our first objective was to determine if the three suites of factors explained more
variation in beta diversity for the functional and phylogenetic dimensions compared to the
taxonomic dimension. We predicted our three suites of factors would explain more variation in
beta diversity for functional and phylogenetic diversity, than taxonomic diversity because of the
association between species traits and common resource utilization or competitive exclusion seen
in evolutionary relatedness, which is beyond quantifying what species are present (Cao et al.
2019, Leibold and Chase 2017). Our second objective was to determine if disentangling
anthropogenic and natural environmental variables would allow for greater quantification of
metacommunity variation. We predicted anthropogenic variables would explain a significant
portion of the variance in our metacommunities because to human activities have been extensive
in these freshwater systems (Langerhans and Kern 2020, Allan 2004).
Methods
Overview
We used variation partitioning along the three diversity dimensions to understand how
spatial, natural environment, and anthropogenic factors are related to stream fish
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metacommunities using 350 sites in South Carolina, USA (Figure 4.1). We compiled response
matrices by obtaining species abundance data at each site (taxonomic matrix), species traits for
all 101 species in the South Carolina dataset (functional matrix), and phylogenetic relationships
among species within South Carolina (phylogenetic matrix; Figure 4.2a). We calculated trait and
phylogenetic distances, and then used the taxonomic matrix to calculate functional, taxonomic,
and phylogenetic beta diversity matrices for our three spatial delineations. We chose these three
spatial delineations to represent different metacommunities within South Carolina based on
political boundaries (whole state), geomorphological stream differences (above and below the
fall line), and natural watershed delineations (four major watersheds). Within each spatial
delineation, we performed a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) to place the beta diversity
matrices in the correct format for conducting variation partitioning (Figure 4.2b). We compiled
explanatory matrices through the collection of biologically relevant anthropogenic data, natural
environmental data, and calculating the fluvial distance among sites. We used fluvial distance to
calculate principal coordinates of neighborhood matrices (PCNMs) to use as spatial variables.
After a collinearity check, forward selection procedure determined the spatial, environmental,
and anthropogenic variables that best explain the response matrix for each diversity dimension
(Figure 4.2c). The selected variables were analyzed with the initial ordination axes to determine
which explained the most variation (Figure 4.2d). The final variation partitioning analyses were
then run for each diversity dimension at each spatial delineation leading to a total of 21 variation
partitioning analyses (Figure 4.2e).
Study area
South Carolina is located in the southeastern United States (Figure 4.1). The unique
topography of the state can be described through the five level III ecoregions when moving from
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west to east. The northwestern part of the state (thereon referred to as the upstate) comprises the
Blue Ridge to the far west and the Piedmont to the east. The southeastern part of the state
(thereon referred to as the lowland) comprises the Southeastern Plains, Middle Atlantic Coastal
Plains, and Southern Coastal Plain (Omernik 1987). The division between the Piedmont and
Southeastern Plains is referred to as the fall line, which divides streams into two distinct types
(Paller 1994). Upstate streams (above the fall line) have well defined channels with stable flow,
which contain heterogenous habitat with riffles, runs, glides, and pools containing a mixture of
sand and coarse substrates (Denison et al. 2021a, Denison et al. 2021b, Wallace et al. 1992). A
broad transitional zone containing relatively steep gradient separates the upstate and lowland
streams. Lowland streams (below the fall line) tend to be poorly defined with more unstable flow
regimes and are more homogeneous with habitats characterized by pools, runs, and fine
substrates (Marion et al. 2015, Rohde et al. 2009, Paller 1994). Because of these geomorphic
differences, fish metacommunities above and below the fall line differ taxonomically. Due to
watershed separation, fish assemblages in different upstate watersheds contain more
phylogenetically related species causing them to be more taxonomically different but
functionally similar. In contrast, lowland streams contain a greater number of shared species due
to watershed connection during colonization following over bank flooding events (Rohde et al.
2009).
Fish data
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) collected stream fish
abundance data during the summers of 2006-2011 as part of the small stream assessment
program (Scott et al. 2009). Sites were randomly selected from streams within all parts of South
Carolina to represent all ecoregions and basins (eco-basins). The team collected fish using
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backpack electrofishing. Sites sampled above the fall line used one electrofishing pass equal to
30 times the average wetted width (m) with most habitats sampled in a downstream to upstream
direction while, an 8-10ft seine with mesh size 1/4” was used to sample riffles to more
effectively capture benthic species. Sites below the fall line used three electrofishing passes with
a reach length equal to 20 times the average stream width. Average total effort with standard
deviation was 5361.04 ± 3791.36 seconds, 1.95 ± 0.95 number of passes, and 121.92 ± 42.73
meters of sampled distance. Fish were netted, measured, identified to species level, and then
returned to the stream (Scott et al. 2009). This dataset has been used in other studies to identify
statewide community patterns (Bower et al. 2022, Denison et al. 2021a, Denison et al. 2021b,
Marion et al. 2015). Our dataset contains 350 sites representing 101 species from 51 genera, 17
families, and 14 orders.
Environmental and anthropogenic data
Water quality measurements collected at each site on the date of fish sampling, included
water temperature (C), dissolved oxygen (mg/l), conductivity (µs/cm), pH, and salinity (ppm),
while a turbidimeter measured turbidity (NTU). Water quality measurements were taken from
the area of representative flow and from the middle of the water column (Scott et al. 2009).
Instream habitat was also measured on the date of fish sampling; details for the protocols are
found in Scott et al. (2009). Briefly, researchers measured depth (m), current velocity (m/s), and
substrate type and diameter (mm) along 50 points in the sample transect after community
assessment and calculated an average site value for each measurement. These habitat
measurements were taken from equal portions of instream habitat types (runs, riffles, and pools).
Current velocity was measured at 60% of the depth from the surface and 40% from the bottom.
Substrate diameter used the Wolman pebble count (Wolman 1954). Inorganic material was
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registered as fine clay or sand, bedrock, or measuring particle to nearest mm, while organic
material was categorized into one of five categories based on size and substance: fine particulate
organic matter, coarse particulate organic matter, fine woody debris, large woody debris, or
aquatic vegetation.
The stream-catchment (StreamCat) database maintained by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) contains environmental and anthropogenic data for
stream segments throughout the United States (Hill et al. 2016). StreamCat is linked with the
National Hydrology Dataset Plus Version 2 (NHDPlusV2) to obtain natural and anthropogenic
variables for the associated catchment or for the full upstream watershed for millions of stream
segments in the United States. We linked the StreamCat database with the 350 SCDNR sites to
obtain environmental or anthropogenic variables associated with each the stream segment each
site was located on. Natural environmental and anthropogenic variable definitions, codes, and
units can be found in Table 4.1, and are summarized in Table 4.2.
Trait and phylogeny data
We collected 16 traits using the FishTraits database (Frimpong and Angermeier 2009;
Table 4.3). We calculated shape factor (body depth/body length) and swim factor (caudal
peduncle depth/caudal fin depth) using high quality fish images (Table S4.1). Any gaps in fish
traits were filled in through literature searches of the species in question or the nearest relative
(Near et al. 2011), and if literature searches failed to gain information (few cases), then we used
the ‘missForest’ package (Stekhoven 2011) in R version 4.0.2 (R Core Team 2021) to impute the
missing trait values using those trait values from individuals within the same genus. The
‘missForest’ package uses random forest models to predict and impute missing data based on
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relationships within that fish family. Imputations relied on 1000 iterations and 100 trees to fill in
the few missing traits.
The phylogenetic tree used for our study was trimmed from an extensive phylogeny of
Actinopterygii, the class containing the vast majority of fish diversity and nearly every species in
our dataset (Rabosky et al. 2018). This tree contains phylogenetic distances along the branch
lengths and can thus be used to calculate phylogenetic distance among species. The trimmed tree
is rooted at the ancestor between the outgroup of the Neopterygiian Bowfin (Amia calva) and
Spotted Gar (Lepisosteus osseus), which represent the two most ancestral members of
Actinopterygii, relative to other species (Figure S4.1).
Statistical Analyses
Spatial Delineations
We conducted analyses at three different spatial delineations representing logical breaks
in the landscape based on natural watershed and geomorphic boundaries, as well as at the whole
state level. By delineating our dataset into metacommunities of different spatial sizes, we can
understand how stream fish communities are structured by space, environment, and
anthropogenic variables in metacommunities with different underlying characteristics. The
largest delineation analyzed was the whole state, which included all 350 sites and represents an
artificially delineated metacommunity because the state boundary of South Carolina crosses both
watersheds and ecoregions (Figure 4.1). While this delineation does not represent a truly natural
metacommunity, conducting analyses at this delineation is meaningful because political
boundaries are often used in similar analyses, and this approach makes our results comparable to
those other studies (Cai et al. 2019, Heino et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2011). We also split the
dataset into the four natural metacommunities delineated by watershed boundaries: the Savannah
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(58 sites); the Ashepoo, Combahee, and Edisto (ACE; 57 sites); the PeeDee (83 sites); and the
Santee (152 sites). We also had two metacommunities delineated by the geomorphic properties
of the upstate (167 sites) and lowlands (183 sites). All metacommunities designated for the
analysis have enough sites to allow for robust analysis (Heino et al. 2015b).
Phylogenetic signal in traits
We calculated the phylogenetic signal within traits for our metacommunities to aid in
explaining patterns of community assemblage (Debastiani and da Silva Duarte 2017). We
calculated the degree to which trait data showed a phylogenetic signal using the physignal
function in the ‘geomorph’ package (Adams and Otárola‐Castillo 2013). We calculated the
Kmult statistic that compares phylogeny and traits using the Brownian motion model, which
assumes the differentiation in traits is proportional to evolutionary time among species. A Kmult
value of 1 means that the phylogenetic trait signal is similar to what would be expected from the
Brownian motion model. A Kmult value > 1 means species traits are more similar than expected
by chance and a Kmult value < 1 shows a smaller phylogenetic signal than what would be
expected from the Brownian motion model (Blomberg et al. 2003). The method does not allow
for comparison of the magnitude of the signal between the phylogeny and traits.
Calculating taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic beta diversity
We calculated a response matrix of fish beta diversity in each diversity dimension
(taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic; Figure 4.2). We first Hellinger transformed fish
abundance data (Legendre and Gallagher 2001). We then calculated Bray-Curtis taxonomic beta
diversity for all pairs of sites using the beta.pair.abund function in the ‘Betapart’ package
(Baselga and Orme 2012). We used Bray-Curtis distance because this beta diversity metric is
widely used with abundance data and is the most robust to taxonomic error and geographic
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undersampling (Schroeder and Jenkins 2018). We calculated functional distances (species X
species matrix) using the gowdis function in the ‘FD’ package (Laliberté et al. 2010) for all trait
variables using Gower distance because we have a mixture of continuous and categorical traits.
We calculated phylogenetic distances (species X species matrix) using the cophenetic.phylo
function in the ‘ape’ package (Paradis and Schliep 2019). We used the phylogenetic and
functional distances with the Hellinger transformed abundance data (site X species matrix) to
solve for pairwise functional and phylogenetic beta diversity (site X site matrix) for all sites
using the comdist function from the ‘picante’ package (Kembel et al. 2010). Because variation
partitioning cannot use dissimilarity matrices in the analysis, we conducted principal coordinate
analysis (PCoA) for each beta diversity matrix (response matrices) using the pcoa function from
the ‘ape’ package to prepare response matrices for variation partitioning (Zhang et al. 2021).
Using all axes of the PCoA could lead to bias interpretation of the results, so we must conduct
the variation partitioning with the first axis and then with the first and second axes to compare
the adjR2 values. If the adjR2 value for the first axis was larger than the first and second axes, just
the first axis was sufficient to use in the final variation partitioning analysis (Anderson and
Willis 2003, Gianuca et al. 2018). Using only the first PCoA axis showed the highest R2adj value
for all RDAs and was thus used for the variation partitioning analysis of metacommunity except
for the metacommunity above the fall line, which required the use of the first and second axes to
obtain the maximum R2adj value (Table S4.2). To visualize beta diversity in the diversity
dimensions, red, green, blue (RGB) color plots were produced using the metaMDS function from
the ‘vegan’ package to first perform nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) followed by
the recluster.plot.sites.col function from the ‘recluster’ package (Dapporto et al. 2013) to place
sites in the RGB color space. Similar colors indicate sites with similar species composition, as
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colors become more distinct the beta diversity between those two sites increases (Heino et al.
2018).
Generating spatial variables
Vectors from principal coordinate neighbor matrices (PCNMs) define spatial scales,
where the first vectors represent the largest spatial structure, and the last vectors represent finer
spatial structure (Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006, Borcard and Legendre 2002). Because of the
dendritic layout of watersheds, using Euclidian distances for spatial variables would not produce
the most realistic scenario when comparing distance among sites. We used an origin-distance
cost matrix within ArcMap 10.6 (ESRI 2018) to calculate the fluvial distance among sites. We
then calculated PCNM vectors using the pcnm function in the ‘vegan’ package (Oksanen et al.
2015). When using PCNM vectors, the use of all vectors can lead to possible misunderstandings
in result interpretation, so the appropriate vectors were extracted using forward selection with
each of the response matrices in each diversity dimension for the corresponding metacommunity
using the forward.sel function in the ‘adespatial’ package (Dray et al. 2018). Forward selection
goes through each possible explanatory variable in the matrix and finds the one that explains the
greatest variation (adjR2) and continues this process of finding the next best variable until the
combined adjR2 value for all explanatory variables reaches the global adjR2 for the global RDA for
each explanatory matrix within that diversity dimension and spatial delineation.
Quantifying importance of space, environment, and anthropogenic influence on beta diversity
We used variation partitioning to determine the natural environmental and anthropogenic
variables explaining the most variation of the PCoA axes representing taxonomic, functional, and
phylogenetic beta diversity separately for each metacommunity analyzed. Prior to running
variation partitioning, we used a forward selection process to select the variables that explained
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the most variation in our metacommunities using a two-stop criterion: the adjR2 value for the
global model and the significance value of 0.05 (Blanchet et al. 2008). Variation partitioning
uses redundancy analysis (RDA). Because we did not use Euclidean distance, we conducted a
distance-based RDA using the varpart function in the ‘vegan’ package to determine explained
variation in our metacommunities. We then used the capscale function to perform distance-based
redundancy analysis in the ‘vegan’ package to further visualize patterns of the selected spatial,
environmental, and anthropogenic variables on the diversity dimensions for the whole state
metacommunity. This visualization allowed us to see potential pattern overlap between the
whole state and fall line metacommunities.
Results
We observed a significant correlation between phylogenetic and functional traits and
observed a phylogenetic signal in our fish traits for each metacommunity tested (Table 4.4).
Different PCNM vectors, natural environment, and anthropogenic variables were selected for
each metacommunity analysis from the forward selection procedure (Table 4.5). RGB plots show
two distinct regions of taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic beta diversity roughly separated
by the fall line (Figure 4.3). However, the differences between the upstate and lowland regions of
South Carolina in phylogenetic beta diversity were smaller than between the functional or
taxonomic dimensions.
We observed significant portions of beta diversity explained by anthropogenic variables
alone in all metacommunity delineations and diversity definitions except for the whole state
analysis (Figure 4.4). All watersheds showed some explained variation for just spatial variables,
with the lowland metacommunity having the highest explained variation from spatial variables
alone for all three diversity dimensions. The ACE metacommunity showed the most variation
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from environmental variables alone for all three diversity dimensions followed closely by the
Santee metacommunity. Overlap between environmental and spatial variables was observed in
large proportions for the whole state and Santee metacommunities. Explained variance
combining all three explanatory matrices was observed in large proportions for the PeeDee and
Savannah metacommunities, while decreasing to almost zero for the upstate and lowland
metacommunities. Variation partitioning resulted in explained variation in fish beta diversity
ranging from 25-81% (Figure 4.4). All db-RDA analyses resulted in significant explained
variance (all p-values < 0.001; Table 4.6). Breaking up our study region into the upstate and
lowland metacommunities resulted in the least explained variance, however the explained
variance for anthropogenic portions alone was much higher than when metacommunities were
distinguished based on major watersheds.
When comparing the diversity dimensions, we did not observe more variation explained
in the functional and phylogenetic diversity dimensions compared to the taxonomic diversity
dimension, with the phylogenetic diversity dimension resulting in the lowest explained variance
in all analyses except the ACE metacommunity. Variation explained by the taxonomic and
functional diversity dimensions were very similar for the whole state, Santee, PeeDee, and
lowland metacommunities (Figure 4.4). In the ACE metacommunity, the explained variation was
highest for functional and lowest for taxonomic beta diversity, the only occasion where variables
for the taxonomic diversity dimension explained the least amount of variation. Variables from
the Santee metacommunity showed the highest explained variation with all diversity dimensions
having 69-78% explained variance (Figure 4.4).
Distance-based RDA ordination plots demonstrated variables selected for the whole state
metacommunity influenced upland and lowland streams (Figure 4.5). The site scores were
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distributed within the ordination space showing a separation of sites above the fall line to the left
and sites below the fall line to the right of the zero on the x-axis, except for anthropogenic
variables in the functional diversity dimension which shows the opposite pattern (Figure 4.5f).
Impervious surfaces and watershed integrity structured variation in beta diversity in the upstate,
while forest loss during differing years structured beta diversity variation in the lowlands for
each diversity dimension (Figure 4.5c, 4.5f, and 4.5i). Environmental variables including stream
order and baseflow index structured beta diversity variation in the lowlands, but environmental
variables explaining variation in the upstate were not among the variables used in this analysis
(Figure 4.5b and 4.5e). Stream order was the only environmental variable selected to explain
beta diversity variation in the phylogenetic diversity dimension (Figure 4.5h). Spatial PCNM
vectors covered all areas of the ordination space for each of the diversity dimensions (Figure
4.5a, 4.5d, and 4.5g).
Discussion
We investigated how spatial, natural, and anthropogenic variables influenced taxonomic,
functional, and phylogenetic beta diversity of South Carolina, USA stream fish using three
spatial delineations to define metacommunity boundaries. We observed high explained variation
in beta diversity at each spatial delineation, while the importance of spatial, natural, and
anthropogenic variables differed among diversity dimensions and spatial delineations. Explained
variation of the taxonomic dimension was greater than the functional and phylogenetic
dimensions for all delineations except the ACE metacommunity.
The explained variation for our analysis investigating beta diversity ranged from 25-81%,
which is high relative to other studies investigating similar questions (Benone et al. 2020,
Burdon et al. 2019, Gianuca et al. 2018). Many studies investigating drivers of beta diversity
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using variation partitioning have explained variation at around 30% for a variety of taxa
including stream macroinvertebrates, ostracodes, fish, and macrophytes (Huang et al. 2019,
Krynak et al. 2019, de Campos et al. 2018, Alahuhta and Heino 2013). Accounting for
biogeographical features of metacommunities while investigating taxonomic and functional beta
diversity of Amazonian stream fishes resulted in explained community variance above 60%
(Benone et al. 2020). Studies that added human effects also increased the explained variance,
similar to our results, where researchers described over 60% of the variance in macroinvertebrate
community structure in Switzerland (Burdon et al. 2019). Unexplained variance of past studies
was partly due to information that the inclusion of human effects provides. Variation partitioning
allows for variables to be analyzed regardless of their collinearity. Separating environmental
variables into natural and anthropogenic effects provided useful insights in how we accounted
for variation in stream fish beta diversity. Additionally, the diversity dimensions provide a
second means for explaining more community structure variation by introducing traits and
relatedness among the study taxa that is not accounted for through the investigation of taxonomic
diversity alone.
Our three explanatory matrices explained greater variation in the taxonomic diversity
dimension for all but one metacommunity. Substantial differences in explained variation between
the diversity dimensions has been observed on macroinvertebrates (Bispo et al. 2021, Li et al.
2021, Hill et al. 2019, Gianuca et al. 2018) and macrophytes (Garcia-Giron et al. 2019). Bispo et
al. (2021) also showed regional variation between taxonomic and functional beta diversity of
mountain metacommunities in Brazil. Gianuca et al. (2018) observed up to three times more
explained variation in functional and phylogenetic beta diversity compared to taxonomic
diversity of zooplankton metacommunities over an urbanization gradient. Similar to our results,
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studies showed that the spatial delineation, taxa, and variables used can dictate whether spatial or
environmental factors are better predictors of beta diversity (Hill et al. 2021, Li et al. 2021a, Li et
al. 2021b, Hill et al. 2019). Larger spatial delineations resulted in spatial variables contributing
more towards explained variance, while smaller spatial delineations resulted in growing
contribution of environmental variables (Tan et al. 2021, Faustino and Terra 2020, Schmera et al.
2018). The only other study to our knowledge which also investigated all three diversity
dimensions together in stream fish observed instream habitat variables had a weak relationship
with taxonomic beta diversity, while phylogenetic beta diversity a stronger relationship with
stochastic processes (Roa‐Fuentes et al. 2019). In contrast, phylogenetic beta diversity was best
explained by varying degrees of spatial, environmental, or anthropogenic factors based on spatial
delineation in our study. Thus, variation explaining beta diversity is context dependent because
even similar taxa can show different outcomes. To fully understand this context dependency
similar studies should be conducted on other regions of the world with varying climates,
geography, and diversity.
We observed a substantial difference in the importance of spatial, environmental, and
anthropogenic variables when comparing metacommunities delineated by the fall line to those of
other spatial delineations. Scott et al. (2009) prescribed different sampling methods in upland
and lowland streams in recognition of these differences. Lowland streams are dominated by
harsh environmental conditions, frequent exposure to extreme weather, and poorly defined
stream channels in addition to having greater connectivity between systems and more shared
species (Marion et al. 2015). These conditions increase dispersal across the region, compared to
the upstate metacommunity. Humans also historically connected lowland watersheds during the
canal boom of the 1790s-1830s that saw over 3200 km of cross-watershed canal construction, as
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well as widespread channelization and woody debris removal (Kapsch 2010). These disturbances
could have created a landscape legacy of increased connectivity, which we observe in the spatial
signals in the lowland metacommunity across diversity dimensions (Wenger et al. 2008,
Robinson et al. 2002,). The anthropogenic signal seen in the lowlands was derived from fertilizer
application, dam density, and population density. The South Carolina lowlands are characterized
by a mosaic of highly populated areas and unpopulated more agricultural areas (Homer et al.
2015). Community structure dominated by specialists in less disturbed watersheds transitioned to
communities dominated by generalists as urbanization increased in other Appalachian Mountain
watersheds (Walters et al. 2005, Scott and Helfman 2001), which would result in high beta
diversity between the two ends of this continuum. Within the upstate, increased disturbance
associated with higher gradient streams can result in increased sediment transport, flash flooding,
channel incision, and nutrient or pollution pulses detected by the increased anthropogenic signal
(Marion et al. 2015). The disparity in the anthropogenic signal between the upstate and lowlands
may be due to the sensitivity of upstate fish as well as the lower connectivity for recolonization
after disturbance events. When comparing rivers, geomorphic variables including the width and
gradient of streams dictated community structure with constrained river valleys having more
varied rocky substrate and logjams to provide fish cover and wide river valleys showing
increased riparian vegetation, slower water velocities, and less woody debris (Shields et al. 2021,
Walters et al. 2003). The geomorphic properties of the metacommunities separated by the fall
line may account for the environmental signal resulting in an increased spatial signal in the
lowlands and increased anthropogenic signal in the upstate compared to the statewide and
watershed metacommunity delineations (Smogor and Angermeier 2001, Warren et al. 2000).
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We observed similar patterns of explained variation regardless of diversity dimension for
the whole state and Santee metacommunities. Within these delineations, the dominant structuring
factors were spatial and environmental variables for all beta diversity dimensions. Both
geographical boundaries and dispersal limitations could explain these patterns because South
Carolina has regions of decreased connectivity in the upstate and increased connectivity in the
lowlands (Denison et al. 2021). The Santee metacommunity is the largest of the four major
watersheds in South Carolina encompassing areas both above and below the fall line as well as
several ecoregions. The whole state and Santee spatial delineations are large enough to represent
a ‘regional scale’ and thus have a higher spatial signal. Significant pure environmental fractions
suggest high environmental heterogeneity allowed species to sort into the environmental
conditions that best suits their needs, maximizing beta diversity values. The mixed
environmental and spatial signal indicates an increased dispersal component, minimizing beta
diversity values such that some communities may be acting as sources or sinks for more mobile
species (Leibold and Chase 2017, Leibold et al. 2004).
The Savannah, PeeDee, and ACE metacommunities showed differing beta diversity
patterns between the diversity dimensions. Monnet et al. (2014) noted that trends between the
diversity dimensions were not always similar when quantifying temporal beta diversity in bird
communities. We observed significant impacts of anthropogenic factors between the diversity
dimensions for functional beta diversity in the Savannah and for functional and taxonomic beta
diversity in the ACE. Previous evidence suggests that functional diversity may be more
susceptible to environmental stresses than taxonomic diversity (Jia et al. 2020, Zhang et al.
2020). Over 20% of variation in macroinvertebrate beta diversity was explained by
anthropogenic variables when partitioning wastewater treatment plants from natural
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environmental variables (Burdon et al. 2019). Anthropogenic variables structuring functional
beta diversity for the Savannah were road crossings, crop land, and stream condition. Road
crossings can cause discontinuity within a watershed and combined with crop land may create
increased environmental heterogeneity through different stream conditions resulting in different
selected traits between forested and agriculture landscapes. The environmental heterogeneity
created by a mosaic of forested and agricultural land in Brazil also caused an increase in
functional diversity for stream fishes (Larentis et al. 2021).
While we explained a large portion of variation in stream fish beta diversity, we still had
some unexplained variance, as well as anthropogenic variables with poor explanatory power.
Unexplained variation could be due to unmeasured variables such as biotic interactions and
behavior (D’Ambrosio et al. 2009), as well as natural and anthropogenic variables not included
in our study such as local hydrologic variation (Marion et al. 2015). We may have seen a lack of
an anthropogenic signal in some watershed metacommunities due to the branching complexity
within river networks and the environmental heterogeneity provided by geomorphic variables
offering a natural defense against human induced environmental changes (Terui et al. 2021).
Unexplained variation could be due to homogenization from fish introductions, resulting in
disruptions to ‘natural’ riverine processes structuring species traits and relatedness (Peoples et al.
2020). However, delineating metacommunities by geomorphic variables may allow for the
anthropogenic mechanisms driving community structure to become more apparent.
In this study, we explained high amounts of variation in stream fish beta diversity by
including anthropogenic variables to examine the three diversity dimensions. A wide range of
anthropogenic factors impacted stream fish beta diversity across the diversity dimensions from
urban to agricultural induced factors. We observed the highest explained variation in taxonomic
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beta diversity with somewhat lower explained variation in functional and phylogenetic beta
diversity. However, each diversity dimension offers a different perspective as to what maintains
beta diversity (Bispo et al. 2021, Jia et al. 2020b, Garcia-Giron et al. 2019). Future studies should
continue to explore all three diversity dimensions simultaneously to quantify the whole picture in
how species, traits, and relatedness drive community structure. Within each diversity dimension
the effect of spatial, environmental, and anthropogenic factors varied, demonstrating how
quantifying drivers of beta diversity within different spatial delineations could provide
conservation managers with baseline information to understand different levels of human
impacts (Marion et al. 2015). Our results highlight how, in this case, the fall line divides streams
with distinct characteristics of the upstate and lowlands, and those streams harbor different fish
communities. The way in which researchers choose to divide, group, or partition their data into
spatial delineations can have an impactful outcome on how they can interpret their results.
Identifying appropriate spatial boundaries for delineating a metacommunity is important for
understanding different beta diversity structures across scales.
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Table 4.1: Descriptions and codes for selected variables. All variables from StreamCat dataset are calculated from the upstream
watershed area. *Variables collected by SCDNR
Variable
Code
Description
Manure Application
manure Mean rate of manure application to agricultural land from confined animal feeding
operations in Kg N/ha/yr
Dam Density
DD
National Anthropogenic Barrier dataset: density of georeferenced dams within
upstream watershed, dams/km2
Index of watershed integrity
IWI
Index containing six different watershed functions that provide: hydrologic
regulation, regulation of water chemistry, sediment regulation, hydrologic
connectivity, temperature regulation, and habitat provision
Dam Storage
DS
National Anthropogenic Barrier dataset: maximum volumes stored within reservoirs,
m3/km2
Road Crossings
rdcrs
Sum of binary raster of road and stream intersections, crossings/km2
Impervious Surfaces
IMP
Mean of mean percent impervious anthropogenic materials from years 2006 and
2011, including parking surfaces, roads, and building roofs
Biological Nitrogen Fertilizer
BioN
Mean rate of biological nitrogen fixation from the cultivation of crops in Kg N/ha/yr
Crops
crop
Percent crops
Predicted Biological Condition BMMI Predicted biological condition based on 2008/2009 natural rivers and stream
assessment and benthic invertebrate multi-metric index
Pesticide use
pestic
Mean of all raster values within upstream watershed for major pesticide compounds
allocated to agricultural land; represents pesticide use from the 1990s, Kg/km2
Population Density
PopDen Mean of all raster data for population density from 2010 census, people/km2
Forest loss in 2006
FstL06
Forest loss in 2007
FstL07
Forest loss in 2008
FstL08 Percent tree canopy cover loss during the given year
Forest loss in 2009
FstL09
Forest loss in 2011
FstL11
Average Depth (cm) *
Depth
Mean depth calculated from 50 measurements at each sampling site
Elevation (m) *
Elev
Elevation of sampling site
pH *
pH
pH measured at sampling site prior to fish survey
Temperature (C) *
Temp
Temperature at sampling site prior to fish survey
Conductivity (µs/cm) *
Cond
Materials in the water column that can conduct electricity prior to fish survey
Turbidity (NTU) *
Turb
Clarity of the water column prior to fish survey
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Dissolved Oxygen (mg/l)
Coarse particulate organic
matter (%) *
Fine woody debris (%) *
Aquatic Vegetation (%) *
Dry land in stream (%) *
Clay (%) *
Other substrate (%) *

DO
CPOM

Stream Order *
Herbaceous Wetlands (%)

SO
Hrb
Wtlnds
Tot
wtlnd
Mxd
Fst
Conif
Tot Fst
BFI
Runoff

Total wetlands (%)
Mixed Forest (%)
Coniferous Forest (%)
Total Forest (%)
Flow ratio (%)
Mean runoff (mm)

FWD
AV
Dry
Clay
Other

Measured dissolved oxygen at sampling site prior to fish survey
Percent of substrate from 50 measurements that represent coarse particulate organic
matter
Percent of substrate from 50 measurements that represent fine woody debris
Percent of substrate from 50 measurements that represent aquatic vegetation
Percent of substrate from 50 measurements that represent dry stream bed
Percent of substrate from 50 measurements that represent clay substrate
Percent of substrate from 50 measurements that do not fit one of the above specified
substrate types
Number indicating the stream place in the watershed based on number of tributaries
Percent herbaceous wetlands
Sum of percent herbaceous and woody wetland
Percent mixed forest
Percent coniferous forest
Sum of percent mixed forest, deciduous forest, and coniferous forest
The ratio of the base flow to total flow
Mean of all runoff values within upstream watershed between 1971-2000
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Table 4.2: Selected anthropogenic and environmental variables with mean ± SD. Codes are defined in Table 4.1
Code
Whole state
Savannah
PeeDee
ACE
Santee
Upstate
Lowlands
manure 6.53 ± 11.2
4.01 ± 5.81
7.38 ± 11.55
5.46 ± 9.95 7.46 ± 12.79 8.48 ± 13.9 4.75 ±
7.56
DD
0.03 ± 0.06
0.03 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.02
0.05 ± 0.1
0.03 ± 0.06
0.03 ± 0.06 0.03 ±
0.06
IWI
0.49 ± 0.13
0.54 ± 0.13
0.45 ± 0.15
0.43 ± 0.09 0.52 ± 0.12
0.51 ± 0.12 0.48 ±
0.14
DS
11260 ± 33334
8010 ± 16126 2858 ± 8045
7697 ±
18423 ±
16568 ±
6415 ±
12940
47680
44921
155514
rdcrs
0.5 ± 0.43
0.56 ± 0.33
0.59 ± 0.62
0.43 ± 0.27 0.45 ± 0.37
0.47 ± 0.36 0.52 ±
0.49
IMP
6.34 ± 0.71
6.55 ± 0.69
6.1 ± 0.66
6.06 ± 0.57 6.51 ± 0.7
6.58 ± 0.67 6.12 ±
0.67
BioN
2.26 ± 3.02
0.68 ± 0.53
5.26 ± 4.16
3.25 ± 2.31 0.85 ± 1.16
0.68 ± 0.57 3.7 ± 3.59
crop
10.9 ± 15.96
2.15 ± 4.95
24.68 ± 19.97 22.04 ±
2.54 ± 6.84
0.77 ± 3.02 20.14 ±
13.3
17.33
BMMI
NA
0.35 ± 0.16
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
pestic
81.22 ± 120.56
24.86 ± 33.94 160.5 ± 114.8 137.8 ±
38.34 ±
35.71 ±
122.75 ±
144
102.7
117.33
108.07
PopDen 79.91 ± 149.36
88.33 ± 132.5 44.97 ± 62.58 22.24 ±
117.34 ±
113.24 ±
49.49 ±
15.74
198.39
186.16
96.03
FstL06
1.03 ± 1.2
0.94 ± 0.9
1.17 ± 1.13
1.32 ± 1.78 0.89 ± 1.04
0.84 ± 0.96 1.21 ±
1.36
FstL07
1.1 ± 1.31
0.92 ± 0.94
1.17 ± 1.45
1.45 ± 1.45 1.03 ± 1.31
0.85 ± 0.97 1.34 ±
1.53
FstL08
1.26 ± 1.65
1.5 ± 2.32
1.41 ± 1.64
1.71 ± 2.03 0.94 ± 1.04
0.92 ± 0.98 1.58 ±
2.04
FstL09
0.77 ± 0.97
0.78 ± 1.17
0.82 ± 1.05
1.1 ± 0.99
0.61 ± 0.78
0.5 ± 0.52
1.01 ±
1.19
FstL11
1.01 ± 1.79
0.94 ± 1.33
1.5 ± 3.02
1.22 ± 1.67 0.71 ± 0.76
0.74 ± 0.87 1.26 ±
2.32
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Depth

0.24 ± 0.11

0.23 ± 0.1

0.25 ± 0.13

0.26 ± 0.11

0.23 ± 0.1

0.21 ± 0.1

Elev

338 ± 272.5

442.5 ± 264.3

134.5 ± 128.5

pH
Temp

6.95 ± 0.66
21 ± 4.21

7.2 ± 0.65
20.44 ± 4.24

6.7 ± 0.62
21.3 ± 4.67

178.9 ±
106.5
6.66 ± 0.63
21.69 ± 3.8

442.4 ±
264.3
7.2 ± 0.65
20.4 ± 4.24

365.8 ±
296.5
6.96 ± 0.73
20.1 ± 4.68

Cond

101.7 ± 75.8

105.4 ± 71.3

108.5 ± 84.16

105.4 ± 71.3

Turb

9.48 ± 9.96

9.97 ± 10.44

12.06 ± 12.63

86.81 ±
66.94
6.13 ± 5.63

DO

6.8 ± 3.07

7.41 ± 2.51

5.33 ± 3.3

6.06 ± 2.71

7.67 ± 2.95

100.94 ±
70.23
10.08 ±
10.6
6.87 ± 3.37

CPOM

16.02 ± 16.16

12.09 ± 12.16

25.24 ± 21.15

12.1 ± 12.16

0.18 ± 0.17

FWD

8.86 ± 6.54

8.06 ± 5.5

10.9 ± 8.23

19.23 ±
16.52
9.99 ± 6.77

8.06 ± 5.5

0.09 ± 0.07

AV

4.67 ± 9.54

2.56 ± 5.49

7.05 ± 12.21

2.56 ± 5.49

0.05 ± 0.1

Dry
Other

3.32 ± 9.76
45.09 ± 22.57

3.74 ± 11.93
50.73 ± 20.11

1.98 ± 5.63
37.64 ± 24.79

8.33 ±
12.74
0.95 ± 3.18
32.3 ± 18.4

3.73 ± 11.9
50.73 ± 20.1

0.02 ± 0.09
0.45 ± 0.23

Clay

0.01± 0.03

0.01 ± 0.03

0.01 ± 0.03

0.01 ± 0.03

0.02 ± 0.04

0.01 ± 0.04

SO

2.19 ± 0.93

2.16 ± 0.91

2.07 ± 0.92

2.16 ± 0.8

2.16 ± 0.91

1.53 ± 0.59

Hrb
Wtlnds
Mxd Fst

0.32 ± 0.48

0.24 ± 0.33

0.65 ± 0.77

0.46 ± 0.49

0.2 ± 0.41

0.27 ± 0.49

7.26 ± 8.02

8.49 ± 9.77

3.57 ± 6.52

0.92 ± 1.88

10.7 ± 7.52

8.01 ± 8.38

BFI

57.74 ± 10.8

61.91 ± 8.11

55.64 ± 8.02

69.91 ±
5.35

52.49 ± 10.3

56.69 ±
10.35
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9.97 ± 10.4

0.26 ±
0.11
312.4 ±
246.7
6.94 ± 0.6
21.75 ±
3.58
101.8 ±
80.98
8.86 ±
9.33
6.78 ±
2.77
0.14 ±
0.15
0.08 ±
0.06
0.04 ±
0.09
0.04 ± 0.1
0.45 ±
0.22
0.01 ±
0.03
2.79 ±
0.76
0.36 ±
0.46
6.58 ±
7.64
58.7 ±
11.14

Conif

22.94 ± 14.83

19.78 ± 14.13

23.53 ± 14.57

Runoff

435.2 ± 112.3

518.7 ± 189

386.4 ± 49.84

Tot
wtlnd
Tot Fst

13.4 ± 15.44

7.52 ± 11.03

25.03 ± 15.19

42.41 ± 20.79

47.77 ± 20.74

30.43 ± 20.37

27.3 ±
11.15
375.8 ±
36.01
21.39 ±
9.16
33.06 ±
12.6
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21.58 ±
15.69
448.4 ±
92.68
8.44 ± 15.74
48.81 ±
20.05

22.98 ±
15.88
440.35 ±
116.1
13.03 ±
15.75
44.04 ±
22.06

22.91 ±
13.9
430.6 ±
108.7
13.74 ±
15.2
40.93 ±
19.5

Table 4.3: Traits used for calculating functional beta diversity
Trait
Binary, Count, or Definition
Continuous
Diet- where species eats
Binary
Benthic, Surface or Water column feeder
Diet- what species eat
Binary
Algae/Phytoplankton, macrophytes/vascular plants, detritus, aquatic
and terrestrial invertebrates, larger fish/crayfish/crabs/frogs, blood,
eggs, and other
Maximum length
Continuous
Maximum length in cm
Longevity
Continuous
Maximum years of life in the wild
Age of maturity
Continuous
Mean age at maturity in years for females
Fecundity
Count
Maximum reported fecundity
Serial spawner
Binary
Serial or batch spawner
Spawning months
Continuous
Proportion of each month which is a species spawning season
Spawning type
Binary
Non-guarders/guarders; nest type; nest substrate
Maximum temperature
Continuous
Habitat preference- substrate
Binary
Muck, clay, sand, gravel, cobble, boulder, bedrock, aquatic
vegetation, organic debris, woody debris
Habitat preference- stream type
Binary
Open water, lotic, lentic, med/large river, stream/small river, creek,
spring water
Habitat preference- elevation type
Binary
Lowland or highland
Habitat preference- current type
Binary
Slow, moderate, fast
Salinity preference
Binary
Species with wide salinity tolerance or not
Significant movement with spawning
Binary
Potamodromous/anadromous or not
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Table 4.4: Calculated Kmult values for each metacommunity
Metacommunity
Kmult
Effect Size
Whole state
1.88
2.62
Savannah
2.01
2.38
PeeDee
1.58
2.07
ACE
1.46
1.83
Santee
1.78
2.36
Upstate
1.88
2.62
Lowland
1.88
2.62
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P value
0.016
0.017
0.029
0.039
0.029
0.016
0.016

Table 4.5: Anthropogenic and environmental variables for each diversity dimension from
forward selection used in variation partitioning. T = Taxonomic, F = Functional, P =
Phylogenetic. Orange = anthropogenic. Green = environmental.
Code
Whole
Savannah PeeDee
ACE
Santee Above fall
Below
state
fall
T F P T F P T F P T F P T F P T F P T F P
Manure
X
X X X
X X X X X X X X
DD
X
X
X X X
IWI
X X X
X
X X X X
X
DS
X X
rdcrs
X
X X
X
X X X X
X X X
IMP
X X X
X
X X
BioN
X X X
crop
X X X
BMMI
X X
pestic
X
PopDen
X
FstL06
X X X
X
X
FstL07
X
X
X
X
FstL08
X
X
X X
FstL09
X
FstL11
X
X
Depth
X X X X
X X
X X X
Elev
X X X X X X
pH
X X
X X X
Temp
X
X
Cond
X
X X X
X X X
Turb
X
DO
X X X
CPOM
X
FWD
X
X
AV
X X X
X X
Dry
X X X
Other
X
Clay
X
X
SO
X X X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
Hrb Wtlnds
X X X
Mxd Fst
X
BFI
X X
X X X
X X
X X
Conif
X X X
Runoff
X
X
Tot wtlnd
X
Tot Fst
X X X
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Table 4.6: Statistics (Fdf) from variation partitioning analysis; all whole model p-values were <
0.0001
Watershed
Whole
Savannah
PeeDee
ACE
Santee
Above Below
State
Fall
Fall
Taxonomic
26.9221
17.3315
13.716
8.119
31.4718
6.489
7.4729
Functional
22.2821
15.7410
19.9712
8.9912
33.1816
12.826 9.0823
Phylogenetic 18.419
11.939
6.7812
12.216
23.7615
14.924 9.9713
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Table S4.1: Shape factor (body depth/body length)
and swim factor (caudal peduncle depth/ caudal fin
depth) calculated from measurements on high quality
fish images
Shape
Swim
Species
Factor
Factor
0.458
0.467
Acantharchus pomotis
0.167
0.313
Ameiurus brunneus
0.223
0.367
Ameiurus melas
0.207
0.773
Ameiurus natalis
0.204
0.679
Ameiurus nebulosus
0.183
0.800
Ameiurus platycephalus
0.191
0.444
Amia calva
0.076
0.714
Anguilla rostrata
0.246
0.625
Aphredoderus sayanus
0.198
0.417
Campostoma anomalum
0.228
0.265
Carassius auratus
0.183
0.429
Catostomus commersoni
0.360
0.409
Centrarchus macropterus
0.132
0.683
Chologaster cornuta
0.200
0.409
Clinostomus funduloides
0.191
0.952
Cottus bairdi
0.225
0.364
Cyprinella chloristia
0.241
0.455
Cyprinella labrosa
0.253
0.375
Cyprinella nivea
0.224
0.313
Cyprinella pyrrhomelas
0.200
0.450
Cyprinella zanema
0.282
0.520
Dormitator maculatus
0.295
0.481
Dorosoma cepedianum
0.228
0.500
Elassoma zonatum
0.393
0.517
Enneacanthus chaetodon
0.345
0.407
Enneacanthus gloriosus
0.347
0.595
Enneacanthus obesus
0.341
0.500
Erimyzon oblongus
0.245
0.566
Erimyzon sucetta
0.137
0.409
Esox americanus
0.121
0.353
Esox niger
0.233
0.636
Etheostoma collis
0.203
0.471
Etheostoma flabellare
0.213
0.500
Etheostoma fricksium
0.149
0.467
Etheostoma fusiforme
0.211
0.471
Etheostoma hopkinsi
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Etheostoma inscriptum
Etheostoma olmstedi
Etheostoma serrifer
Etheostoma thalassinum
Fundulus chrysotus
Fundulus confluentus
Fundulus heteroclitus
Fundulus lineolatus
Gambusia affinis
Heterandria formosa
Hybognathus regius
Hybopsis hypsinotus
Hybopsis rubrifrons
Hypentelium nigricans
Ictalurus punctatus
Labidesthes sicculus
Lepisosteus osseus
Lepomis auritus
Lepomis cyanellus
Lepomis gibbosus
Lepomis gulosus
Lepomis macrochirus
Lepomis marginatus
Lepomis microlophus
Lepomis punctatus
Luxilus coccogenis
Micropterus coosae
Micropterus dolomieu
Micropterus salmoides
Minytrema melanops
Moxostoma collapsum
Moxostoma lachneri
Moxostoma pappillosum
Moxostoma rupiscartes
Nocomis leptocephalus
Notemigonus crysoleucas
Notropis altipinnis
Notropis chalybaeus
Notropis chlorocephalus
Notropis cummingsae
Notropis hudsonius
Notropis lutipinnis
Notropis maculatus
Notropis petersoni

0.217
0.171
0.175
0.196
0.223
0.239
0.289
0.250
0.241
0.208
0.176
0.228
0.190
0.143
0.154
0.136
0.086
0.355
0.336
0.378
0.368
0.457
0.391
0.343
0.389
0.169
0.224
0.197
0.253
0.195
0.187
0.156
0.168
0.139
0.204
0.244
0.175
0.219
0.163
0.200
0.189
0.169
0.164
0.153

0.393
0.348
0.515
0.337
0.432
0.413
0.700
0.488
0.519
0.436
0.313
0.419
0.406
0.647
0.394
0.286
0.267
0.400
0.422
0.533
0.464
0.385
0.500
0.593
0.564
0.304
0.455
0.455
0.554
0.348
0.500
0.412
0.298
0.381
0.333
0.306
0.545
0.345
0.290
0.533
0.421
0.500
0.293
0.542
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Notropis procne
Notropis scepticus
Noturus gyrinus
Noturus insignis
Noturus leptacanthus
Oncorhynchus mykiss
Opsopoeodus emiliae
Perca flavescens
Percina crassa
Percina nigrofasciata
Pimephales promelas
Poecilia latipinna
Pomoxis annularis
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
Pteronotropis stonei
Pylodictis olivaris
Salmo trutta
Semotilus atromaculatus
Semotilus lumbee
Trinectes maculatus
Umbra pygmaea

0.169
0.176
0.316
0.142
0.190
0.232
0.193
0.223
0.191
0.165
0.221
0.308
0.310
0.378
0.227
0.155
0.194
0.220
0.195
0.607
0.190

0.342
0.176
0.571
0.800
0.528
0.345
0.297
0.474
0.410
0.472
0.318
0.677
0.387
0.422
0.386
0.450
0.388
0.515
0.381
0.682
0.667
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Table S4.2: Adjusted R2 values for first and second eigenvectors to be used in variation
partitioning. T is eigenvectors for taxonomic, F for functional, and P for phylogenetic diversity
dimensions.
Santee
Above
Below
Watershed Whole state Savannah PeeDee ACE
Fall
Fall
First
T: 0.777
T: 0.673
T: 0.688 T: 0.525 T: 0.544 T: 0.229 T: 0.507
Eigenvector F: 0.743
F: 0.78
F: 0.786 F: 0.612 F: 0.559 F: 0.299
F: 0.505
P: 0.648
P: 0.714
P: 0.501 P: 0.591 P: 0.453 P: 0.254
P: 0.327
First and
T: 0.630
T: 0.604
T: 0.639 T: 0.494 T: 0.446 T: 0.441 T: 0.405
Second
F: 0.682
F: 0.679
F: 0.574 F: 0.597 F: 0.507 F: 0.280
F: 0.432
Eigenvector P: 0.547
P: 0.559
P: 0.457 P: 0.411 P: 0.406 P: 0.210
P: 0.245
First,
T: 0.403
Second,
and Third
Eigenvector
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Figure 4.1: South Carolina, USA with sampling site locations and watershed delineations
used in analysis. Fall line crosses through the middle of the state with the upstate to the
northwest and lowland to the southeast.
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart for statistical analysis completed by collection of data (a),
preparation of response (b) and explanatory matrices (c), preparation for variation
partitioning (d), and final variation partitioning run (e) over our spatial delineations and
diversity dimensions.
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Figure 4.3: RGB plots of
beta diversity over
taxonomic (a), functional
(b), and phylogenetic (c)
diversity dimensions.
Similar colors reflect
communities with similar
species compositions,
while differing colors
reflect the increase in
differences of species
composition between
sites.
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Figure 4.4: Variation partitioning results over the three spatial delineations and diversity
dimensions. Asterisks show significant of the pure fractions of variation partitioning; * p
< 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Figure 4.5:
Distance basedRDA analysis on
the whole state
variation
partitioning. Site
scores are
distributed in
ordination space
and show
separation in
color by upstate
(orange points)
and lowland
(green points)
sites.
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CHAPTER 5
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
This research began by asking two major questions. The first question asked how fish
communities are structured together to form metacommunities, and the second question asked
what factors associated with streams and rivers influence those metacommunities. I conducted
this work in a metacommunity framework because these approaches are at the forefront
community ecology. By addressing these questions in a metacommunity framework, my
analyses focus on beta diversity instead of alpha diversity. Countless large-scale studies have
shown how landscape-scale variables affect alpha diversity (Cooper et al. 2016, Diebel et al.
2015, Wang et al. 2011, Poff et al. 2007, Diana et al. 2006, Allan et al. 1997). Moreover,
numerous small-scale studies have shown the importance of organismal movement on
structuring populations and metapopulations (Baguette et al. 2013, Perkin et al. 2013, Hitt and
Angermeier 2008, Fagan 2002, Warren Jr and Pardew 1998). However, studying whole
community movement in situ, even at relatively small spatial scales is quite untenable and at
intermediate scales of whole watersheds, tracking movement is nearly impossible. Yet,
quantifying beta diversity and its components across the landscape provide a means for
measuring not movement itself, but rather the effects of that movement on community assembly
processes as measured by turnover, richness difference, coherence, and boundary clumping
among sites – precisely the building blocks of what we can term ‘metacommunity structure’.
Thus, my results incorporate the well-studied effects of instream variables on fitness of stream
fishes as well as the role of dispersal in structuring communities.
As I dug into the literature, I realized that past studies have focused heavily on spatial and
environmental variables as factors affecting metacommunities, but consideration of how these
environmental variables were influenced by anthropogenic sources was largely absent. While the
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literature is extensive on how humans influence stream fish from the individual to community
scale, the incorporation of this knowledge into a metacommunity context in freshwater systems
has occurred only during the years I have been working on this dissertation (Cai et al. 2019,
Gianuca et al. 2018, Simião-Ferreira et al. 2018,). Each dissertation chapter explores a different
way to incorporate human factors in a metacommunity analysis of effects within and across
scales (Chapter 2), a novel way to use the elements of metacommunity structure (EMS) to
explore human effects (Chapter 3), and exploring human factors within different spatial
delineations and dimensions of diversity (Chapter 4). Each of these three themes represent
contemporary approaches for examining metacommunity structure. Adopting these commonly
used frameworks seats my work in a ‘common language’ of contemporary metacommunity
studies so my results may be easily compared to the emerging literature. Accordingly, including
anthropogenic factors within the diverse array of metacommunity analyses provides a scaffold
for future studies to complete similar work.
Each chapter characterized beta diversity in a different way, again to be representative of
common contemporary approaches in metacommunity studies for the reasons described above
(Presley 2020, Leibold and Chase 2017, Jost 2007). These are not mathematical novelties,
however. Each different metric provides unique insight into how changes in species occurrence
affect beta diversity and metacommunity processes across the landscape and is tied directly to
the biology of how organisms move and respond to environmental gradients. For example, in
Chapter 2, I partitioned total beta diversity into its turnover and richness difference components.
Examining richness difference allowed me to evaluate the factors associated with changes in
local species richness (alpha diversity) among sites, regardless of species identity. Turnover
compliments richness difference by incorporating changes in species composition among sites
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across the landscape. High turnover values indicate metacommunities are comprised of
numerous unique communities, while low values indicate much community similarity among
sites. In Chapter 3, I focused on the elements of metacommunity structure – coherence, turnover,
and boundary clumping. The EMS framework is heavily used to characterize metacommunities,
but little work has been done to quantify that factors that affect the EMS across numerous
metacommunities. Coherence represents the number of species absences occurring across
environmental gradients; this value measures how closely communities respond to deterministic
and stochastic processes. Metacommunities with positive coherence are structured largely by
environmental factors (few absences within the gradient), while those with negative coherence
are structured largely by biotic interactions (checkerboard pattern of presence/absence).
Metacommunities with no coherence (many unpredictable absences) have random species
occurrences relative to potential structuring processes. Boundary clumping represents the
trajectory of species turnover across environmental gradients in coherent metacommunities and
is indexed by Morisita’s Index (MI). Low MI values describe metacommunities where species
composition shifts gradually along environmental gradients, while high values indicate abrupt
shifts and discrete communities within a metacommunity. In Chapter 4, I focused on how
variation in community composition changed according to the dimension in which it was
defined—taxonomic, functional, or phylogenetic diversity. Taxonomic beta diversity represents
the change in species composition among sites. Functional beta diversity represents the change in
species traits among communities and is closely associated with the ecological niche each
species inhabits within a community. Phylogenetic beta diversity represents the average
relatedness among species between communities across the landscape and provides information
regarding communities structured by competitive exclusion (high phylogenetic beta diversity) or
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environmental factors (low phylogenetic beta diversity). Through measuring beta diversity in
these different ways, each approach provides a different lens for the incorporation of
anthropogenic factors in understanding metacommunity processes.
Anthropogenic influences on metacommunity processes
“In every respect, the valley rules the stream” (Hynes 1975). This famous quote by
stream ecologist HBN Hynes has been a guiding principle for stream ecologists for early 50
years. This quote represents the fact that land cover affects stream fishes through a “land cover
cascade” in which watershed-scale processes affect instream habitat at local scales (Burcher et al.
2007, Allan 2004). Aquatic organisms respond to these changes in local habitat variably among
species based on how their functional traits are adapted (or not) to local conditions (Wootton
2012). These individual- and population-level responses scale up to the community level,
determining “who lives where” in local communities (Jackson et al. 2001). Viewed across a
riverscape of numerous communities connected by dispersal (i.e. a metacommunity), these
differences in local communities can be described by various measures of beta diversity within
watersheds/metacommunities (Tonkin et al. 2018). Finally, quantifying beta diversity for
numerous watersheds/metacommunities across the landscape, then relating that beta diversity to
watershed-scale variables, provides insight into the large-scale processes that operate across the
landscape and establish a meta-context for understanding local patterns of diversity (Erős et al.
2017, Brown et al. 2011); this has been the focus of my dissertation.
In all chapters, I found that stream fish metacommunities were associated with landscapescale variables indexing anthropogenic effects. In particular, percentages of key land cover types
within watersheds had numerous significant statistical effects on various aspects of stream fish
beta diversity. I found that forest and agricultural land cover types had significant and opposite
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relationships with stream fish beta diversity and its components. Moreover, percentages of urban
land cover significantly affected boundary clumping. To understand the effects of these variables
on beta diversity, how the variables affect local instream habitat should be described first.
Streams whose watersheds have higher percentages of natural land cover (in the eastern US,
forested) have meandering stream channels that are well connected to the floodplain, a streambed
of diverse substrates and little silt, and thermal/hydrological regimes characterized by stable
pulses. In contrast, poor agricultural practices cause increased erosion and inputs of excess
nutrients and other harmful substances. As such, streams in heavily agricultural landscapes are
characterized by low riparian cover, high levels of siltation, unstable flow/thermal regimes, and
channelization (Allan 2004, Walser and Bart Jr 1999). Additionally, urbanization homogenizes
instream habitat because the high levels of impervious structures create a “flashy” hydrologic
regime characterized by frequent extreme low and high flows. This process causes stream
channels to be highly disconnected from their floodplain and instream habitat that is either
entirely silt or scoured bedrock (Utz et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2011, Walsh et al. 2005). While
some species are tolerant of poor conditions in more agricultural or urban landscapes, other
species may be found only in higher quality habitats that forested streams provide (Walters et al.
2005, Scott and Helfman 2001). Accordingly, the changes in instream habitat associated with
these landscape-scale processes act as a filter that determines local fish occurrence and thus
community structure (Walser and Bart Jr 1999, Meador and Goldstein 2003, Weaver and
Garman 1994).
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In Chapters 2 and 3, I found that agriculture had a positive effect on total beta diversity.
Among the watersheds I studied, local communities became increasingly distinct from one
another as percentages of agricultural land use in the watershed increased. I also found that
percentages of urban land use were positively associated with boundary clumping. Increased
urban land use was associated with more discrete shifts in local community composition along
this gradient. In contrast, forested land cover was negatively associated with overall beta
diversity and turnover. Local communities were more similar to one another across watersheds
with more forest cover. These three key results point to an overall pattern suggesting that, among
the watersheds I studied, changes in land use within watersheds creates a landscape mosaic of
contrasting instream habitats that cause local communities to diverge from one another across the
landscape. I would like to emphasize that within my focal region, these three primary land cover
types often border one another within watersheds and rarely dominate whole watersheds, with
the exception that many watersheds in protected areas such as national forests are nearly entirely
forested. This environmental heterogeneity within watersheds fosters high beta diversity among
sites because stream fishes have variable responses to the instream habitat in these different land
cover types. My finding that forested land use had a negative effect on overall beta diversity and
turnover is most likely due to the fact that watersheds in higher percentages of forested landcover
may have overall high-quality instream habitat, but the changes in that habitat across the
watershed are low; they are homogenously forested. In these watersheds, both alpha and gamma
diversity may be high compared to other watersheds. However, beta diversity is low because
differences in habitat among sites, and thus beta diversity, is low.
In Chapter 4, human effects related to land use such as forestry, human density, and
agricultural applications were selected in the anthropogenic signal observed to explain
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taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic beta diversity. The habitat changes associated with
agricultural and urban landcover types compared to forested areas explain taxonomic beta
diversity because species compositional changes were detected between these different landcover
types (Denison et al. 2021a, Marion et al. 2015). Species living in agricultural or urban streams
likely have a specific subset of traits which allow them to persist in these habitats different from
those traits of species which can only persist within forested habitats (Brown et al. 2009, Morgan
and Cushman 2005), creating the anthropogenic signal observed in functional beta diversity. A
group of genetically related species with similar stress-tolerant traits can persist in degraded
habitats from human effects, but these species can also occur in neighboring forested
communities with other species of differing phylogenetic relatedness (Newbold et al. 2018, Scott
2006). This anthropogenic signal with phylogenetic beta diversity would not have been observed
without focusing on communities either above or below the fall line. By analyzing beta diversity
through three dimensions, I was able to observe different anthropogenic influences of landcover
on changes in stream fish community compositional differences.
In addition to land use, I also found that metacommunities were affected by variables
creating discontinuity among stream sites within watersheds, likely effecting species dispersal
abilities among communities. The link between the number/density of barriers, decreased
connectivity among sites, and effects on biota are well documented for stream fish communities
(Roberts et al. 2013, Nislow et al. 2011, Kemp and O'hanley 2010). In Chapter 3, I found that
dam density had a positive effect on coherence and turnover but had a negative effect on
boundary clumping. In Chapter 2, the number of road crossings had a positive effect on total beta
diversity and its components. Discontinuity created by the occurrence of small and large dams,
bridges, and culverts disrupt species ability to disperse among local communities (Evans et al.
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2015, Warren Jr and Pardew 1998). Dams prevent fish movement through not only the structure
itself but also from the habitat changes created above impoundments. Lentic habitat created
above dams can prevent the dispersal of stream fishes because these species will not move
through lotic habitat and are often replaced by exotic species (Johnson et al. 2008), thus
increasing turnover and coherence. Decreased boundary clumping from dams likely indicates
that they are contributing to biotic homogenization–the process by which communities become
more similar to one another (Olden and Rooney 2006, Rahel 2000). With an increase in turnover,
homogenization can occur through the replacement of many specialist species by one or a few
generalist species (Scott and Helfman 2001). Bridges and culverts also create either a structure
through which a fish is unable to pass or create disruptive habitat from channel erosion, sediment
deposition, changes to channel depth, and flow regime shifts (Perkin and Gido 2012, Benton et
al. 2008). Community location within the watershed can affect the severity of discontinuity
created by dams and road crossings. Small headwater streams in my study system tend to be
located in the mountains where high slope and diverse substrate composition provide many
niches for fishes, but the isolation of headwater streams can ultimately determine which species
inhabit those stream reaches (Hitt and Angermeier 2008). Discontinuity from road crossings or
dams can result in loss of species reliant on dispersal ability between these headwater streams,
increasing compositional dissimilarity through species loss and replacements (Gido et al. 2016,
Rolls et al. 2013). Dams located on larger rivers disconnect large regions of local communities
above and below the structure, resulting in communities of these regions having less species in
common, increasing beta diversity.
Scaling down to investigate relationships through designed studies and natural
experiments will contribute to a more mechanistic understanding of the large-scale processes I
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have quantified in this dissertation. For example, one could conduct natural experiments by
sampling local communities within a watershed over key gradients of land use or barrier
densities. Some generalist species will occur across these gradients regardless of landcover type,
while occurrence other specialist species will change along the gradients (Denison et al. 2021b).
For example, darters (Percidae: Etheostoma and Percina) would likely be lost with increasing
urbanization and agriculture (Wenger et al. 2008). Sucker species (Catostomidae) would be lost
from homogenization of instream substrate types (Cooke et al. 2005). Variable occurrence of
these groups would demonstrate the contribution of specific taxa to changes in beta diversity
across key gradients, particularly for turnover.
Conducting more beta diversity specific analyses directed towards stream barriers would
clarify their role more fully in community structuring processes. I would accomplish this study
by sampling a metacommunity (delineated through local watershed boundaries) with equal
proportion of sites above and below road crossings as well as sites with no close barriers nearby.
Measuring more specific habitat variables around road crossings in conjunction with this type of
study would also provide evidence for how road crossing act as dispersal barriers. The datasets
used in this dissertation where not collected for the purposes of investigating metacommunity
processes; by sampling with the intention of investigating metacommunities and sampling
regularly, I could create a dataset specific for metacommunity analysis and also investigate
temporal trends in these factors. A dataset specific for metacommunity analysis would account
for distance among sites and spatial delineation that researchers not focused at the
metacommunity level often fail to consider (Stoczynski et al. 2021).
As large scale metacommunity research continues to progress, expanding spatial extents
can explore whether changes to beta diversity are due to landscape mosaics vs homogenous land
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cover within a watershed. Increasing the spatial extent of the dataset used in Chapters 2 and 3
would allow for the investigation of how landcover mosaics effect relationships with beta
diversity and its components. Areas in the Midwest including Indiana that are largely
homogenous agricultural landcover might show more homogenous community compositions
(low beta diversity), compared to the high beta diversity seen with the landcover mosaic on the
east coast.
Designing and conducting applied metacommunity ecology research
As my dissertation research evolved, I became aware of the importance spatial scale and
spatial units in affecting observed relationships within metacommunities. In investigating
relationships within and between scales in Chapter 2, at the small and intermediate scales, I
observed the influence of change in forest, precipitation, road crossings, and runoff on beta
diversity but the ability to detect any relationship decreased at the largest scale, likely due to low
sample size. All three scales used in Chapter 2 were likely still regional scales of varying sizes.
To investigate a true ‘local’ scale to compare to the scales used in Chapter 2, I would need to be
able to scale down to the HUC12 scale or an even smaller scale. An interesting future research
project would be to conduct intense sampling over several HUC12 watersheds to explore how
this spatial scale would act as a ‘local’ scale compared to the HUC10 watershed size or larger.
Likewise, the results from Chapter 4 highlight the importance of spatial delineations in how
metacommunities are defined. Investigating stream fish metacommunities comes with the
advantage that the borders of metacommunities can be delineated by natural watershed
boundaries. Because of this reason the HUC watershed system provides the best means to
creating natural boundaries of metacommunities to use in my analyses. Though there is still an
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artificial component to the HUC system in terms of how many watersheds from the HUC10 scale
combine to make a HUC8 watershed, for example.
Most mechanistic approaches to understanding metacommunities have been hindered by
small sample size. Many metacommunity studies have focused on only one to four
metacommunities at a time (Lech and Willig 2020, Viana and Chase 2019, Heino and Tolonen
2017, Almeida and Cetra 2016, Chisholm et al. 2011). These studies were hindered in their
ability to infer metacommunity processes behind their patterns with only a few replicates. Few
studies have used a large spatial extent to investigate metacommunity structure (Heino et al.
2019, Alahuhta and Heino 2013, Henriques-Silva et al. 2013, Meynard et al. 2013). In Chapter 2,
I used a 13-state dataset to obtain 46, 184, and 319 replicate metacommunities over three spatial
scales. Even though the smallest scale (HUC10) failed to cover the whole spatial extent, the
almost doubled number of replicates at this scale still allowed for metacommunity relationships
to be detected. Adding replicates through increased sampling density would only strengthen the
relationships seen through my analysis. As such, Chapters 2 and 3 from this dissertation are
among the most robustly replicated of studies seeking to examine factors affecting
metacommunities. The scope of both chapters would not have been possible without a large
amount of replicate metacommunities to perform robust statistical analyses. As more large extent
datasets become available, future research should continue to quantify relationships between
climatic, spatial, and anthropogenic variables in metacommunities to create comparable results in
different regions and taxonomic groups.
My research highlights the importance of considering human effects, spatial scale, and
spatial delineation in metacommunity analyses. I have also identified an important information
gap that needs to be filled to get a better understanding of these metacommunity relationships.
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This gap is the lack of complete information on species’ ability to disperse. While there is some
information on game fish and species with highly migratory life histories, that only comprises a
small fraction of the fish species within my two datasets. In addition to the lack of dispersal
information, many factors go into the relationships observed with beta diversity throughout my
dissertation. Factors such as location within the watershed, location within the landscape matrix,
and stream size can all play important roles in how environmental and human factors can change
species variability within a metacommunity. My research has taken some of the first steps
towards understanding these relationships for stream fish in North America and species ability to
persist in a metacommunity through movement and niche selection.
Collecting more information on how species move within their environment will provide
the data necessary to compile a functional traits dataset on species movement. This data would
be invaluable in conjunction with fluvial distance between sites to understand spatial structuring
of metacommunities. One idea for a widespread experiment on fish movement would involve a
mark-recapture study using instream antennae. These instream antennae would be placed at
regular intervals within an entire watershed with real time collection so as fish moved over the
antennae their unique identifying numbers would be collected along with direction, time, and
day. Tagging numerous species with little known dispersal information would provide data on
average movement within a watershed, what time a day most movement occurs, what season
may show increased movement. Completing these mark-recapture studies in different types of
watersheds with different land use type and connectivity could also show how the landscape
might affect fish movement.
My dissertation results may not compare with other parts of the world due to different
climates and timelines for how humans have influenced different regions. For example, the
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western United States (Pacific basin) has a very dry climate to the south and a wetter climate in
the north, as well as far fewer species than the eastern US. Because of these factors, I do not
predict the same variables would show relationships with western US metacommunities.
Connectivity is an even greater issue in the West during dry periods when some streams may
stop flowing and only disconnected refuge pools remain. Humans also strain these systems
through their own water needs, which could put further burdens on fish metacommunities. Those
large rivers that maintain their flow in the Northwest contain large salmonid runs which are
affected by discontinuity due to large dams and water abstraction. Similarly, European
watersheds have been affected by human development for centuries and the effects of initial land
use change likely would no longer be detected. Lower species richness, fewer old growth forests,
and increased human density would likely play a role in what relationships would be found in a
fish metacommunity study for that region. While finding a universal model for how species
compositional variability changes with environmental and human factors would be ideal, such a
model is unlikely to ever be developed. Numerous different factors must be considered,
depending on where in the world these metacommunities are and what in the world is happening
in that region that metacommunities might be affected by, whether it is connectivity,
urbanization, or climatic variables.
In conclusion, this dissertation enhances the understanding of how stream fish
metacommunities should be described and what environmental and anthropogenic variables
influence the diversity within metacommunities. Metacommunities are an artificial concept when
thinking about how to delineate the boundaries of metacommunities. River systems, however,
can provide some relief towards the artificial concept because the unique framework for
delineating metacommunities using the natural boundaries that watersheds provide. These
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watersheds are nested within each other to allow for the influence of scale to be investigated
from the stream reach up through the different sized HUC watersheds. Beta diversity provides
information on the effects of movement on community assembly processes. Completing these
analyses in the context of current metacommunity paradigms allowed me to demonstrate how
anthropogenic factors that change instream habitat and connectivity among sites, influence
metacommunity processes through changes in community composition. A better understanding
of fish dispersal capabilities beyond vague functional traits will increase our understanding of
how some anthropogenic factors act as connectivity barriers. Scaled down exploration of the
factors found through my research will ideally lead to potential management strategies or
remediation activities that can help protect or restore stream fish diversity at a metacommunity
scale.
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